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FOREWORD

A froquently reported research finding is that high school
vocational graduates tend to be highly satisfied with their jobs
When compared with students in other curricula. This finding has
differing policy implications, depending upon the reasons for the

, sdtisfaction. Are vocational graduates more satisfied because
they have made a conscious and free choice to do what they want,
or because they were encouraged and channeled into accepting
lower job aspiraions? Some unresolved issues related to these
ques'tions are those of the nature of job satisfaction and of its
persistence across time. This report discusses a series of
analyses aimed at these questions and issuv.

This report was prepared primarily for persons who assemble
factual information about the effects of vocational education for
policymakers to consider in determining future directions and
possi6le modificatioos of the vocational education system. Such
persons include researchers-, key staff persons working with
policymaking officials, and staff of major commissions and
advisciry boards.

The combined data from the National Longitudinal Survey of
Labor Market Experience, Youth Cohort (NLS Youth), and the high
school tran`scripts of a subsample of the NLS panel were used for
analysis. The availability of transcript data permitted the use ,

of more precise-ana descriptive curriculum classification mea-
sures for the high school graduates for'whom the comparisons were
made. .

The National Center i4 8 appreciativeof the U.S. Department
of Labor's.reseat:h effort, the NLS Youth, being carried out by'

Michael Borus, Director of the Center for Human Resource
Research, The Oh'io State University. Dr. Borus was most coopera-
tive in entering into the agreement under Which the.transcript
data were merged with the interview data of the NLS Youth--the
data from which this report'was prepared. We wish to express'our
appreciation to him and to two of his staff members, Susan
Carpenter and Michael Motto, who assisted in conducting the
analyses for this report.

Additionally, the National Center extends its*appreciation
to the U.S. Department of Education,, Office of Vocational and
Adult Egucatiion, which funded the National Center's effort to .

collect the7transcript'data and to conduct,extensive analysis of
the effects of participation in vocational'education.

.This project was conducted in the Eva.luation and Policy4
Division of the National Center under the directipon of N. L.
,1cCaslin, Associate Ditector. Many people made ,4.ignificant con-
trigutior.s in the course of its completion. We wish to thank t'ae
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project staffPaul Campbell, Project Director; Donna M. Mertens;
Patricia Seitz; and Sterling Cox--for their work in preparing
this report.

Robert Quinn, University of Michigan, and Rene Dawis, Uni-
versity of Minnesota, provided helpful criticisms, as did .Larry
Hotchkiss and Juliet Miller of the National Center. John
Gardner provided suggestions and ideas that refined the.design of
the study. Marta Fisch carried out the merger of the data froM
the transcripts and interviews to produce a working file that
made the analyses possible. The painstaking and thoughtful work
of Bernice DeHart produced the typed manuscript and incorporated
the many revisions. She was assisted and supported bS, Deborah
Anthony and Sherri Trayser. Editing.was ably provideU by Field
Services staff.
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Robert Taylor
Executive Director
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xrcuTIVE SUMMARY

Individuals who took vocational education courses in sec-

ondary school have frequently reported higher satisfaction with

their jobs than those who followed other curricula. In order to

understand the contribution of vocational education to this

reported satisfaction, and therefore the appropriate emphasis of

policy Bar vocational education, continued study is necessary.

This is especially important because some-writers have argued

that Vocational graduates.are more sa,tisfied because their

aspirations 41ave been depressed by their education, wfrile 4others

have argued that vocational graduates are using their skills and

are therefore more satisfied.

The availability of data from the NLS Youth survey, suPple-

mented by ,the high school transcripts of a subsample of those who

had graduated from"high school, made Possible a refinement of the

complex concept of job satisfaction and a more precise definition

of the secondary vocational education experience. Although
national longitudinal surveys have some limitations for this type

of research because of their multipurpose nature, the richness of

the data in NLS Youth made this research appear to be well worth-

While with this data base. '

.The-Research'Questions

The research was organized around' the following set of

questions:

o What is the nature of job satisfaction7-global or

multi-factored?

o What are its correlates, both contemporary and
entecedent, and what'role does secondary vocatiohal
education play among them?

o What role does job satisfaction, and other non-
monetary variables, have in relation to hourly rate

of.pay?

o Does vocational education play a role in sustaining

job satisfaction over time?

o What role does job satisfaction have in job stability

or its inverse, job mobility?

o If vocational education,increases job satisfaction,

does Xhat effect appear because vocational education
depresses job expectations?

o What are the policy implications of these findings?

ix
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The Findimjs

Job satisfaction, as,identified in these data, consists of
four relatively independent forms.

They are: .

o Satisfaction With personal on-the-job develoPment.
This fabtor included use of skills, acquisition of
new-skills, and overall satisfaction.

o Satisfaction with physical working conditions. This
factor included pleasant surroundings and absence of
dancjerous or unhealthy conditions.

o Satisfaction ith job.rewards. This factor included
pay, job security, and.chances for advancement.

o Satisfaction with human interactions. This factor
incLuded relationships with both co-workers and
supervisors.

Only the first factor reflected overall satisfaction. All foul=

forffis of job satlisfaction, being independent, required separate
consideration in eaq1-1 of the remaining objectives. When such
analyses were conducted, differences in the results were
observed.

,The Correlates of satisfaction with personal on-theLjob
development were found principally Among job characteristics and
occupations. Working in smaller firms was associated with
greater satisfaction"as were more skill-demanding ocCupations
(e.g., managerial, crafts, farming). Vocational education had no
observable direct effects on this form of job satisfaction but is
likely to influence it through its role in training workers for
crafts, farming, clerical, and other occupations associdted with
higher satisfaption of this form. Because secondary vocational
gradUates appear.more likely to select smalLer firms as work
places, a possible influence exists here as well. Working in the
field where one hopes to be at age thirty-five also increased
this form of job satisfaction.

Satisfaction with working conditions was also primarily
associated with occupations and with specific job characteris-
tics. As examples, sales and clerical occupations were associ-
ated with higher satisfaction and crafts with lower satisfaction.
Large firms and unionization were associated with lower satisfac-

tion as well. (It should be noted that crafts, large firms, and
unions do not cause unsatisfactory conditions, but rather.they
are part of the description of the settings where these condi-
tions are perceived to exist.) Concentration in vocational
education was associated with higher satisfaction in the 1979
interview data but not in 1980.

11



Satisfaction with job rewards was explained most consist-

ently by occupation.. Interestingly, although this form .of
satisfaction increased as hourly rate of pay increased, the occu-
pations associated with greater satisfaction with job rewards
incauded several where pay was, on the average, lower than common

labor. Among them were'farming, sales, and clerical occupations.

Satisfaction with the human interactions on the job was

associated most with the individual's self-esteem, although very

small firms were al'so the locatidn of higher satisfaction in this

regard. However, this form of satisfaction varied a 7reat deal

. ways not explained by these analyses, and therefore they

remain unknown. One might speculate that thisform of satis-

faction is largely a function of the personality of individuals
rather 'than of the work place, but this speculation cannot be
tested by the analyses performed for this study..

Hourly rate cf pay was higher when satisfaction with job

rewards was higher (an unsurprising finding), but also tended -to

be higher when on-the-job development was_more satisfying. It

was lower when working conditions were safe, healthy, and pleas-,

ant. It also tended to be lower when human interactionS were

more satisfactory.

No evidence emerged relatihg vocational education to per-

sistence of jot. satisfaction. What did emerge was the apparent
trade-off that-same vocationally trained people were willing to

make, and others were not, between the various forms of job sat-

isfaction. Some would accept lower satisfaction with working

conditions, job rewards, and human interaction, to work in a
satisfactory manner with their skills and acquire new skills.

Others would give up the chance to use or develop their skills in
order to improve their working conditions or job rewards. The

importance of.inforMed choice is clearly emphasized by this find-

ing. ;People may i;Jell decide to trade2 off one form-of job satis-

faction for another!

Tbe overall'question of the influence of vocational'eddca-
tion on-perzistence of job satisfaction remains unresolved. Per-

haps this is because the labor market experience of the NLS Youth

has not spanned a sufficient time peO.od to allow possible
effects to emerge.

Among the potential consequences of job satisfaction, one
that could be analyzed with these data was job stability. rftle.:

higher the satasfaction with job rewards, the lower the mobility.
AIeo, there was some tendency for lower mobility when personal

On-the-job development was more satisfactory. However, there was

more mobi]ity when human inLeractions were more satisfactory.
The a3sociations for vocational education were not strong, but

could have increased job stability through their indirect effebts

on satisfacLion with personal on-the-job development and the

xi
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,

nonmonetary agpects of jybevrewards*,(security, chance fOr advance-
ment,.as contrasted with hourly rate of pay). None of these pos-

sible effects were important alone. Only as they were associated
with other conditions would an overall practical difference ,

occur.

'The evidence-did not suggests a depressing effect of voca-
tional.education on educationbl expectatiops. An oppositeoeffect

was 'more likely. Those students in an academic curriculum at the

time of the initial survey were the ones lOst likely to have

downgraded their educational expectationslthree'years later.
,

For occupational aspirations, no useful 'explanations

emerged. There was an, oVerall'downgrading of occupational

aspirations across the43period, but it Was independent of curricu-

lum. The causative variables relating to this change remain

unknown and aA not reflected' in the variables analyzed'in this
-

study.

,,./ Additional Research Needed

Additionkl research on the topic of job satisfaction and its

particular relationship to vocational education is needed. The

meaning of job satisfaction requires additional research to
.

determine its multi-faceted character more precisely. Interviews

are needed.to determine how individuals are interpreting the rat-

ing ,scales used to assess job satisfaction. For example, do the

,..,rating scales share a common meaning or is there much diversity

in respondents' interpretations? Further, the dynamics that are

operating. in a vocational education classroom and 'in a job se't-

ting that influence an individuals level of satisfaction need to

be determined. Further research on job satisfaction should be

more closely tied to a theoretical framework. Which framework is

more appropriate under which conditions? This might shed light

on the factors that contribute to job .satisfaction and aspire-

tions. The present ana yses, particularly of? the human interac-

tions'and aspirations, ccounted for very little of the variance.

What does account for 4t? a.theoretical framework might suggest

new variables that shoOld be considered and might allow expansicd

of this investigation t!o determine the relationship between
satisfaction and aspirations.

Policy Implications

Policy.implicationslof the present study .center on needed

support for improved assessment of the effects of vocational edu-

cation, improved career counseling, increased opportunities for
work4experience, and provision of support for further research.

Among the specific recommendations for policy development are the

following:

xii



o Topthe Congress:

The outcome of job satisfaction is most closely

associated with conditions in the employment arena

and is beyond the direct effects of vocational edu-

cation. As such a legislated evaluative criteria

related to job satisfaction for education and train-

ing programs.could be inappropriate.

,o 'To the U.S. Department of Education:

MOre information on job satisfaction and its conse-

quences is clearly needed. Therefore, the investment
of resources in further search for knowledge and
understanding about these highly important human
issues should be encouraged and supported.

o To counselorsend teachers:

Young people should be given a realistic picture of

the occupation they are being traine&for,, both in

terms of job duties as well as in terms of the future

that is commonly associated wibh such a job, includ-

ing earnings progression, promotions, and career

change-oppoTtunities. An increase in the availa-

bility of work experience is one avenue that can help

young'people obtain a more realistic view of'the
occupation. for which they are training. Former voca-

tional Oducation students appear to be willing to

trade off higher job satisfaction with lower wages

and less desirable,working conditions. As such,

present ealuative studies should make this point

when interpreting effects like earnings for these

individuals.

1,1



CHAPTER 1

BACEGROUND CONSIDERATIONS

Wily This Study?

The level of job Aatisfaction among individuals with dif-

ferent levels of participation in vocational courses raise many

interesting questions. A recurring finding in most studies of

fomer vocational education graduates is a high level of job sat-

isfaction (Grasso ang Shea 1979; Mertens et al. 1980; Mertens and

Gardner 1981; Tabler 1976). The overall satisfaction of former

vocational education stalents is usually as high or higher than

that of students from other curricul, and vocational students

are .cften more satisfied with specific aspects of their lobs.

tihy should former vocational students demonstrate more job

satisfaction? At least two explanations with widely varying

polity implications suggest themselves. Critics of vocational

education often state that vocational instruction lowers the

occupational aspirations and expectations of Young people who are

destined to hold the less,rewarding jobs in society (Grubb and

Lazerson 1975). If vocation'al education does, indeed, have such

effects, the higher satisfaction levels found for former voca-

tional students could occur because tile former students are

satisfied with lesS.

A contrasting explanation is that vocational preparation

enables former students to secure employment that offers a better

match between individual skills and job requirements. The evi-

dence indicates that individuals who acquire more intensive and

focused occupational preparation are more likely to find employ-

'ment in the field for which they are trained (Campbell et al.

1981). Does this match between skills and job result in higher

levels of satisfaction? This study was undertaken toimprove our

understanding of the dynamics of the phenomena of job

satisfaction.

Organiation of the Report

To assure focused and comprehensive analysis, the content of

the questions was expanded into a series of objectives, around

which the study was'organizAl. They, and related background

information, are presented in, the remainder of this chapter. A'

descril5tion of the data and thP analytic models is presented in

chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents the findings of the study, includ-

ing the correlates of job satisfaction with'current employment,

the relationship of nonmonetary elements with earnings, the per-

sistence of satisfaction over time, and the job stability of



(N.}

vocational graduates. The final chapter (Chapter 4) includes a
discussion of conclusions and recommendations.

Objectives

Returning to the content of this chapter, the objectives
which should be attained to provide adequate understanding of the

.interrelationships surrounding job satisfaction are as follows:

o To identify correlates of satisfaction with current
employment

o To determine the relationship of,job satisfaction and_
other nonmonetary elements with earnings

o To determine whether job satisfaction persists over
time for vocational students in training-related
employment as compared to students not so classified

,o, To determine the role of job satisfaction in career
track or job stability for vocational students
relative to others not so classified

o To identify policy implications.ind alternatives
relating to the interaction of job stability and job
satisfaction with curriculum and the vocational

/delivery system

These objectives were addressed by analying data taken
from the combined National Longitudinal Survey of Youth Labor
Market Experience (NLS Youth) and. the high school transcripts of
a subsample of the NLS panel. For a portion of the UL'S Youth'
cohort, the longitudinal nature of the data enabled more precise
estimates of the influence of vocational participation by
permitting comparison of measures of occupational aspirations
obtained prior and subsequent to participation in vocational

courses.

Definition of Job Satisfaction

In a discussion of the problem of defining job satisfaction,
Carrol (1969) noted that each researcher works on a-different
aspect and defines the variables in terms of concepts with which
they can most easily work. The different semantics, approaches,
and conceptual ideas make it difficult to,Compare the results of

various studies. She concluded that,future research will depend

to a great extent on developing a commonly accepted definition.

The most recent definitions of job satisfaction center on

the-concepts of values and need fulfillment. Wanous (1986)

2
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iefined job s,itistaotlon ds a match between a person's needs and
the reinforcement received from work performed in that organiza-

tion. AnC4risani et al. (1978) wrote that Tot) satisfaction is
Iv a function of the degree tO which a job provides the

worker with positively valued outcomes. Farlier, Locke (1'76)
had suggested, "Job satisfaction may be defined . . . as a plea-
surable or positive emotional state resulting from the appraisal
of one's job or job exp'eriences" (p. 1300). He further expanded
this definition as follows: "Job satisfaction results frorp the
dfvraisal of one's job as attaining or allowing the attainment of
one's important job values, providing these values'are congruent
with or help ;to fiqfill one's basic needs" (p. 1319).. Locke's
lefinition has been influential in subsequent research on job
satisfaction.

Measurement of Job Satisfaction

Just as controversy surrounds the definition of job
satisfaction, its measurement is also fraught with difficulty.
Freeman (1977) noted thatitthe pricipal problem in interpreting
responses to job satisfaction meagures,is that the responseg4are
dependent upon not only the objective circumstances in which
individuals find themselves, but.also on thei'r psychological
state, and thus on their aspirations, willingness to voice dis-
content, the hypothetical alternates, to which they compare the
current job, and so forth. Job satisfaction reflects both objec-
tive and subjective factors, and therefore is quite complex'and
requires sophisticated and careful analysis.

Locke (1976) categorized the folllowing five types of job
satisfaction measurement techniques:. (1) rating scales, (2)

overt behavi.or, (3) action tendency scales, (4) interviews, and
(5) the critical incident strategy. These techniques are
discussed in more detail next.

Rating Scales

The mostlgOmmonly used technique is the rating scale that
asks for a direct verbal or. written self-report of joo satisfac-

tion (Locke 1976). The various question formats have included
Likert scales, Thurstone-scales, "faces," and adjectives with

yes, no, or undecided options. The Cornell job Description Index
(JD1) is one exqmple of a measurement instrument that includes
five scales pertaining'to work, pay, promotions, coworkers, and
supervisors (Smith, Kendall, and Hulin 1969). Each scale con-
tains nine or eighteed items.

The distinction between global or multi-factor measures of
job satisfaction raises a contr versy. Hulin and Smith (1965)
b-21ieved that a global measure was unsatisfactory because job

3
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satisfaction is made up of a'number of factors. Marconi (1973)
noted that multi-factor studies assume that workers may be Satis-

, fied with some-parts of their jotis and discontented with other
aspects of th4m.

Several national surveys used single global measures of job
satisfaction; these include .the General Social Surveys (Weaver

1980) and the National-Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market
Experience--Older Men and Women (Andrisani et al% 1978). 'Dawis
and Lofquist (1981) described Hoppock's Job Satisfaction Illank as

an overall satisfaction measure that is based on four items.

They also point out that in contrast, the Minnesota Satis

faction Questionna

7

gNnsiSts of 100 items desicned to assess
satisfa,Ation with aspects of the work environmgnt. . Kerr's

Tear BaYlot for Industry uses,eleven co ponents ofjob happiness
and welfare to arrive at a job satis ction score (Dawis and

Loaluist 1981). Moch (1980) used three-item general satisfac-
tion scale, and.also included scales to measure the importance of

extrinsic considerations (e.g., pay), intrinsic considerations
(e.g.., chance to do something important), and social considera-
tions (e.g., friendliness of covorkers) at work.

' Locke (1976) offered the following criticisms ofthe use of

rating scales tb measure job satisfaction: .

1. Some-scales4Onclude items that are -descriptive in
nature (e.g., "job keeps,me on my feet") and items

that are evaluative in nature (e.g., "boring,"

,"satisfying"). A unidimensional scale does not
therefore exist, 'and total scores are therefore

inappropriate.

2. The assumption of perfect (or at least reasonably
good) self-insight requires'both the capacity and
willingness to introspect.

3. The assumption of common core of meaningacr,ess
individuals in inte'prting the scales or items.

.Dawis and Lofquist (1981) pointed out another problem'caused

by different wordings ofWtions about job satisfaction. In

general, approximateW 80 plkcent of all workers expressed over-

all satisfaction with their jObs. Yet, when workers Were asked

whether or not they would change jobs if given tile opportunity,'

about 50 persent said they would.

Action Tendency Scales

An action tendency scale asks indiviciluals to repo'rt the

action tendencies (what they might do Under altered circum-
sLances) .that they experience in relation to their jobs or the

4
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compo%,:nt ejements of tlie jobs (Locke 1976). Action tendency
kscales suffer froln many of the same limitat:ions as rating scales,
in that they require introspection by the respondent and are open
to ctultiple tnterpretations.

//

Interviews

LOcke (1976) noted that interviews were seldom used in job
satisfaction research, and recommended their use for the estab-
.lishment of logical validity of the findings. He believed that
interviews could be used to clarify contradictions in the
response and to determine the subject's.interpretation of the
questions. Freeman (1977) noted that detiailed ca e studies -

linked jot) satisfaction to a host of very specific aspects of the
work-place, such'as mode of supervision and physical work condi-

tions. Neither author acknowledged the difficulties that are
associater:Vwith aggregating, analyzing, or-interpreting such data

for large samples.

Critical Incident Strate4y

The 'critical incident strategy asks the subject to describe

a specific incident that has beenseither satisfying or dissat-
isfying (Locke 1976), It was the principal strategy used by.
Herzberg (1966.). It also requires introspection and may suffer

from selective memory.

.
,

Summary of Job SatiSfactiVon eatsurement Tethniques
/,

Lach type of measurem nt techni4ue has advantages.and-dis-

advantages. Marconi (14973) reviewed twenty-eight studies of:job
satisfaátion and concluded that the importance of its ant'ecedents

and consequences was determ.ined by the definition, measurement
technique, and analysis procedure. For example, Marconi cited a

number of studies that reported differences in satisfaction
els between blde- and white-collar workers. However, when a
study controlled for age, these differences disa peared for work-
ers under age thirty and over_age forty-four. 1arconi cited num-
erous examples of such conflicl.ing findings. Sp cific discussion
of these findings is pTesented in the sdbseguent discussion of
the antecedents and consequences of job satisfaCtion.

Antecedents .-4

.

-

The absence of a consistent definition of job satis action

t
constitutes one problem with research in this area. 1 addition,

muc of the job satisfaction research has been atheore ical.

pc) ever, aL least five distinct approaches are described in the

ca.



literature (Lawler 4973; Locke 1976; Andrisani et al. 1978). The
tollowing discussionrincludes a brief review of the five
approaches, which are (1) fulfillment theory, (2) discrepancy
theory, (3) equity theoryA (4) the two-factor theory, and (5) an
integration'of.the equityand discrepajicy theories.

Fulfillment,Theory

\\,...
.

The origin of the fulfillment theory is most frequently
aSsgociated with Schaffer (1953), wh postulated a relationship
between need satisfactioxl and job sa isf tion.. Fulfillment
theory is based upon the assumption that job satisfaition is a
function of the degree to which a job provides the worker with
outcomes that are valued by0that worker.

.
. .

The relative importance to workers of their job outComeS or
goals is called valence (Vroom 1964).0 Further, satisfaction is
the product of the perceptions held by-workers of their jobs'
effectiveness in producing those outcomes of positive vaDence.
.Tigrefpre, workersrill be satisfied,i they perceive'their jobs
as producing outcomes of positive val nce.

To measure employees' satisfaction, adherents oE the ful-
fillment theory ask their subjects how much of a given outcome

they receive. HoweVer, other research indicates that satis-

faction is not only a function of how much fulfillment people
receive, but also of how'much they feel they should and/or want

to receive (Iocke 1969). Locke moted that the fuliiilment
approach fails tq take into account personality variables that^
differentially influence peopAg: 'rl:

Discrepancy Theory

Discrepancy theory represents an attempt on 'the part of its

advocates to take personality differences into account. It sug-

gests that satisfaction is determined by the difference between
the work outcomes the workers actually receive and some other
outcome level (Lawler 1973) . The other outcome level may be on(
desired, expected, or Perceived by workers.to be justly due to

them. Andrisani and his colleagues (1972) noted that works'
preferred outcomes could, and-probably often do, vary from the
outcomes they desire or expeOtl Disorepancy theory does not pro-

vide a clear definition of the ideal outcome to be considered..

However, the discrepancy between the real and expected levels of

outcome chosen'for comparison provides an index of satisfaction.

The discrepancy approaches of Katzell (1964) and Locke
(1968, .1969),are probably the two-that were the most highly

developed. Katzell emphasized the difference between actual

asiount of reward and some desired amount of that outcome.

6
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Katzell's approach sukigests (1) that the more a worker wa ts of

an outcome, the more'dissatisfied that worker will be with a
liven discrepancy, and (2) that getting more than the desired
,tount, produces less satisfaction than getting the desired

,-.1nourit. The underrying assumptions of Katzell's position have

not been empirically tested.

.Locke (1969) differentiated between perceivecl,discrepancy

and actual discrepancy. Job satisfaction and dissatisfaction are
a function of the.perceived relationship between what people want
from their jobs and what they perceive their jobs to be offering.
Implicit in Locke's approach iS' the assumption that dissatisfac-
tion increases as Wants exceed what is perceived to be received,

V .

Porter's (1961) measure of Yob satisfaction waS slightly
different from Locke's. Porter representeil satisfaction as the
difference between how much of ah outcome there should be for a_
job and how much' of that outcome is actually received. ,W1lat a

ckworker feels that the outcome should be is, therefore, ;yen con-
sideration overthe amount that the worker wants. Lawle -(1973)

noted that Porter's approach has been the most widely used.
,

It is possible.that, on occasion, workers receive more of n

outcome than they think they should receive, -or want to receive%\

Most discrepancy approaches recognize this fac;t,.but do not4staCe
clearly how the feelTngs resulting from "over-reward" relAte to

.dissatisfacti6n due to "under-reward." Discrepancy theory has

yet to provide answers to questions relating to whether or not
both types of diSsatisfaction are produced in the sahe way, have

the same tesults, or contribute.to overall job satisfaction

(Lawler 1973).

Equity Theory

According to Adams (1963, 1965), job satisfaction exists

when workers perceive that there is equity in the ratio of what

they put into a job and what is received from the job. Workers'

perceptions of a fair or equitable ratio are said to depend upon

the ratio of inputs to rewards for "significant others" to whom

the workers compare themselves. Within the framework of the

equity approach,."over-reward" leads.to Teelings of guilt and
"under-reward" to feelings of unfair treatment.

A strength of the equity approach lies in its explicit
emphasis on the role of "others" in the development of workers'
feelings about what their outcomes or rewards should be (Lawler

1973)., Such an explicit emphasis is not evident in any of the

approaches discussed earlier.

"7
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Two-Factor Theory

The two-factor approach originates with Herzberg and his
associates (Herzberg 1966; Herzberg, Mausner, and Snyderman 1959;

Herzberg et al. 1957). Their research methodology is known as
the Critical Incident Technique, and establishes that job satis-
faction anu dissatisfaction are not the extremes of a continuum
(with a stafi.e of neutrality somewhere in the alTddle). Rather,
two indepe dent continua exist--one unning from satisfaction to
neutral, and the,other from dissatisf\action to neutral. "Intrin-
sic" factors or Motivators lead to job satisfaction, and "extrin-
sic" or "hygiene" factors to job dissatisfaction. Extrinsic
'rewards include company policy and administration# interpersonal
relations, working conditions, and supervision (Bowditch and
Buono 1982). On the other hand, intrinsic rewards are the more,
j.ntangible outcomes, such as growth on the job, esteem, or the
interest or curiosity that the job offers.-"Ihe intrinsic rewards
relate to the nature of the work (how I feel4about myself doing
this),, whereas extrinsic rewards relate to the context and
material aspects of the work itself (what this work place is
like; I. get-enough money doing this).

,
Lending support to the two-factor.theory, Bowditch and Buono

(1982) noted that the heaping of extrinsicrewards (such as money
abd benefits) on workers whose work is already intrinsically
rewarding is redundant, and does notnecessarily increase the
workers' motiv-ation, performance, or satisfaction. Friedlander
(1965) affirmed that the following are among the most potent work_

satisfiers: achievement, work requiring the best abilities of
workers, and the performance of challenging job assignments.

Lawler (1973) noted that clear-cut support has not been pro-
vided by studies designgd to test the two-factor theory. This

does not mean that a toCal rejection has'occurred, but contro-
versy has been fueled. ,The findings of Herzberg and his associ-
ates have been criticized primarily because they are viewed as
being tied to a single methodologythe Critica1 Incident Tech-

nique. Dunette, Campbell, and Hakel (1967) noted that since peo-
ple quite naturally tend to attribute good meMories to feelings
of internal growth and success, and to externalize bad memories
(thus associating them with feelings of unfairness), results are
determined by the methodology (Carrol 1969)..

Marconi (1973) noted that work factors are not simply addi.-

tive in influencing job satisfaction, and they cannot be placo;1

in two exclusive categories, one affecting satisfaction and the'

oEher dissatisfaction. Lindsay, Marks, and Gorlow (1967) found
in their tesearch of determinants of job satisfaction, that
"intrinsic motivators" accounted for 57 percent of.the variance

and that "hygiene factors" accounted for another 7 percent.
Therefore, both "hygiene factors" and "intrinsic motivators"
caused satisfaction and dissatisfaction. one aspect of the

8



discrepancy theory that Lawler (1973) found particularly curious
was the suggestion that a person can be very satisfied and very
dissatisfied at the same time.

Equity/Discrepancy Integration Theory

Lawler (1973) built a model of job satisfaction by inte-

grating the equity and discrepancy approaches. LawAerjs &del
provides an outline of the conditions that.lead to Vfker satis-

faction. The theory assumes that the sarne psychological pro-

cesses operate to determine saf'isfaction, with a range of such

job factors as pay, supervision, and satisfaction with the work

itself. Lawler noted that when satisfaction is baSed upon th
discrepancy between how much is wanted 6nd how much is receiv d,
the "want" aspect of the equation is aspirational, and thus

removes job satisfaction from the context of the job and the

situation. The question of how much there should be is a state-

ment of what is appropriate in a particular situation--in this

case, the ob situation. anous.and. Lawler (1972) reported that
respondents consistently indicate that they want more of an out-

come than the amount they think they should receive. In LawIer's

view, the outcome level that employees think they should feceive

from their job, rather than what they want, is the appropriate

measure to be used when the satisfaction of workers is

considered.

.Lawler's model shows that workers' views of tfie amount of an

outcome they actually receive are influenced by factors other

than the objective amount of the outcome. As discussed in the

equity approach, one such factor is their perception of the

1amount of the outcomes'received by eir referent others.

Another such factor is job inputs, ich include all of-the
skills, abilities, and training that Workers bring to their jobs.

Job demands are a final factor which includes difficulty, time

required, and amount of responsibility.

Correlates of Job Satis.faction

Narconi (1973) noted that disagreeMents exist about the role

of specific job-related factors in work satisfaction. There is

even less consensus about the role of demographic variables.

Despite this fact, this section offers a brief review of the lit-

erature on demographic correlates of job satisfaction, in order

to j:-.t-ide a link between previous research and the work reported

herein. In that Sense, it provides a context fo;understanding

the results of the present study.
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Rage and Sex

Job satisfaction research has generally reported lower lev-
els of satisfaction for black workers than for whites (Andrisani
et al. 1978; Milutinovich 1977; O'Reilly and Roberts 1973; Slocum
and, Strawser 1972; Smith, Smith, and Rollo 1974; U.S. Department'

- of Lalpor 1979). Based on a review of research conducted between
1972 and 1278, Weaver (1980) also reported lower levels of satis-
factioh among black workers than among white workers. In cm-

_ parison,, Moch (1980) reported higher levels of job satisfaction
for Mexican Americans than for whites..

Andrisani and, his colleagues (1978) noted that it is hardly
surprising that black workers are less likely than their white
count&rparts to be highly satisfied with their jebs, given the
vast.racial disparities in eMployment experierfces. Minorities,
stich as women and youth, tend to be segregated into jobs that are
less satisfying and often experience wage discrimination even

' when they are notoccupationally segregated.

Some studies reported little or no differences in satisfac-
tion ,andng members of different races (Cavin and Ewen 1974; Jones
et al. 1977; Katzell, Lwen, and Korman 1974). These studies im-
plemented controls On variables, such as job level (Gavin and.Fwen
1974; Jones et al. 1977), differences in pay, sex, occupational
prestige,fs-upervisory position, and work autonomy (Weaver 1977).
Moch (1980) saw evidence in these studies suggesting that, given
the use of proper controls, the race of workers may not be
related to job satAsfaction.

Job satisfaction lqerature has also addressed sex as a
factor that influences job satisfaction "(Beer 1964; Friedlander

"----1965; Herzberg, Mausner, Snyderman 1959; Hulin and Smith 1964;
Levitin, Quinn, and' Staines 1973; Lindsay 1967; Rachman and Kemp
1964; Seashore and BarnoWb 1972). These studies'reported that
females were more likely to experience higher levels of satisfac-
tion than were males (Andrisani et al.'1978; U,S. Department of
Labor 1979).

Andrisani and his colleagues (1978) pointed out that work-
ers' perceptions of what constitutes a satisfying job may be
colored by the circumstances in which they find themselves, as
well as by their attitudes toward the market value of work. On
this basis, Andrisani and his colleagues explained the phenomenon
of,higher satisfaction among female workers. Due'to the potet.-
tial for conflict between the pursuit of careers and the meeting
of marital and parental obligations at home, females may settle
for jobs that do not fully utilize their skills in order to keep
outside work from interfering with their family responsibilities.
Thus, their expectations of their jobs are relatively low ana, in
that sense, more easily met.

10
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Age

.!P6sitive associations between age and job satisfaction were

reported in numerous national surveys (Andrisani et al. 1978;
ouinn, Staines, and NcCollough 1974; Weaver 1980) and in organi-
zational studies (Cibson and Klein 1970; Hulin ahd Smith 1965).
yriedlander (1965) reported that age was not only 'correlated with
general satisfaction, but accounted for diSferences regarding
'job-related determrnants. Younger workers sressed the'impor-
tance of such intrinsic work aspects as the utilization of their
-skills and the challenge of the work. For older workers, extrin-
sic aspects, such as working contlitions and security, were more

important.
v

Hetzberg et al. (1957) reported a U-shaped function between
age and job satisfaction. .Hulin and Smith (1961) noted that
seventeen out of twAty-three studies of job satisfaction using
samples from vgrying occupational levels suggested that morale
(1) is high when workers start their first. job, (2) declines
during the next few years, and (5) rises in the late twenties or
thirties and continues through the remainder of the career.
Hulin and Smith cautioned against Lssuming that:there is a rela-
tionship between age and job satisfaction, however, when age and
tenure have been operating simultaneously to,produce the U-sliaped

function. Before conclusion3 can be macle concerning agethe
effects of tenure much be considered.

Educational Level

When tbe relationship between educational level and job sat-

isfaction was tested, while controlling for occupational level,

unskilled and semiskilled workers with more than a high school
diploma showed a greater tendency to be dissatisfied with their
jobs than did persons with,lower levels of education (Parries

1966; Sheppard and Herrick 1972). Thus, education appears to be

related-to job satisfaction and, as education level increases,

job satisfaction subsequently increases with the prestige of the

job held.

Quinn and Baldi de Mandilovitch (1977) contended, however,
that the relationship between education and job satisfaction has.

not been sufficiently well demonstrated to qualify as an unques-

tionable assumption. They pointed to the need to establish, in a
much more conclusive manner, uhemagnitude of the relationship,
as well as its form and generality. Furthermore, they pointed
out that social ana psychological processes thatmay link
,education and job satisfaction are not yet clearly understood.

11



Occupational Level,

When occupationsmere divided into the blue-collarRhite-
collar categories, blue-collar workers tended ,t0 bc more dis-
satisfied with their work than white-coflar workers (Kornhauser
1965; Parnes 1966; 'Robinson 1969). Job satisfaction generally
declines with occupational level (Vroore 1964); however, specific
occupational differences have been reported. For example, farm-
ers expeLience higher levels of satisfaction than clerical per-
sonne (Gurin, Veroff, and Feld 1960).

Marconi (1973) pointed to the'mediating influence on job
satisfactin of such intervening varAables as workers' original
expectations and comparisons between their jobs and others' in
her. fiela. According to Sheppard'and Herrick (1972),'the
relationship between occupational level and jnb satisfaction
ceased to exist for workers who were less then thirty years old
and over forty-four years old, when the study controlled for age.
Significant differences dia exist, however, between blue-collar
and white-collar workers whoSe ages ranged from thrity to
fourty-four years.

Consequences of Job Satisfaction

Previous sections of this report treat job satisfaction as a
dependent variable. Investigation of job satisfaction as an '

independent variable emphasizes Ihe ijaportance of better under-
standing this concept. While many consequences of job satisfac-
tionjiave been addressed by.previous research, no causality can
be asSumed between satisfaction and its supposed consequences .

(Marconi 1973). The consequences are categorized here as (1)'
work-related, (2) physical and mental health, (3) labor market
experiences, (4) social costs, and (5) other attitudes.

Work-related consequences

Turnover rateg. Turnpver rates have been the most consis-
tent measure to be assoclAed with job satisfaction (Atchison and
Lofferts 1972; Brayfield and,Crockett 1955; Dawis and Lofquist
1981; Herzberg et al. 1957; Kraut 1970; Locke 1976; Schuh 1967;
'Taylor and Weiss 1972; Vroom 1964; V.,:.ters and Roach 1971, 1973).
Dawis and Lofquist (1981) and Andrisani et a1: (197B) pointed out
the importance of turnover to work organizations in terms of
eNosts for recruitment, selection, training of replacements, an6

Msses due to interrupted production.

The U.S. Department of Labor (1979) reported that highly
dissatisfied workers were from 14 to 42 percentage points more
likely to change employers than were highly satisfied workers in
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comparable position!. This relationship was more prOnounced

among younger than older yorkers and among blacks than whites.

.
Parnes, Nestel and Andrisani (1972) confirmed the relation-

ship between job satisfaction and turnover for men, and examined
the effect of job tenure on this Consequence. Their findings

suggest that a lack of job enthusiasm can cause men who have
.relatively little tenure to seeIG other alternatives. However,

once sdbstantial seniority (i.e.,- five years or more) is
achieved, the absence of strong positiv.e feelings toward the job

is not sufficient to increase the probability of voluntary move-

ment. :Phis interpretation was not supported for black men, among

whom the relationships are.not as clear-cut:

Wanous (1980) viewed low satisfaction as a result of the

mismatch between workers needs and theo-organization's capacity
to satisfy those needs. Lo w. job satisfaction may be fdllowed
either by the workers' guittim the organization or by decreasing

their organizational commitmen,

Hull, Friedman, and Rogers (1982) used turnover rate as a

measure of satisfaction to examine alienation in the work place.

They defined alienation as powerlessness, meaninglessness, social
isolation, and self-estrangemenf. They concluded that the effect

of technology on alienation depends on the extent to which
machinery is automatic and on how the machinery is arranged in

the production system. Turnover increased only with certain spe-
cific conditions of work, such as repetitive motions and lack of

control over pacing.

harconi (1973) noted that a signiffcant drawback of previbus

studies is their exclusion of othpr variables that Tay influence

voluntary job turnover, such as general economic conditions and

personality factors.

Absenteeism. Several researchers teported a significant

relationship between absenteeism and job satisfaction (Brayfie)d
and Crockett 1955; Dawis E.nd Lofquist 1981; Herzberg et al. 1957;

Locke 1976; Vroom 1964), althbugh this relationship was not as
consistently repbrted as that for tenure and satisfaction
(Nicholson, Brown, and Chadwick-Jones 1979; Porter and Steers -

1973; Wanous 1980) . Wanous (1980) suggested that the weaker evi-

dence for absenteeism may he explained partially by the fact that

.fewer studies have examined absenteeism. In addition, absentee-

ism has been measured two ways; that is, as (1) the number of
days absent over a specified period of time, and (2) as the num-

1-dr of occasions of absence (e.g., four days in a row equals one

occasion). Marconi (1973) noted that results of studies that

used Irequencies found significant relationships between job sat-

isfaction and absenteeism, while.those that used raw numbers did

not.
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Performance. There is no ronsistently strong relationship,
either positive or negative, be,...ween job satisfaction and Per-
formance (Brayfield and Crockett 1955; ,Bowditch and Buono 1982;

Dawis and Lofquist 1981; Herzberg et al. 1957; Locke 1976; Vroom
1964; Wanous 1980). rDespite the fact that there is no trend one

way or another, satisfaction and performance may be linked in a
particular organization (Wanous 1974), Or in a particular situ-
ation (Cherrington, Reitz, and Scott 1971). Argyris (1964)
identified instances where low Satisfaction resulted in poor
performance as a way of retaliating against the organization

(i.e., sabotage).

Bowditch and Buono (1982) raised a question about the

direction of causality of the relationship between satisfaction

and performance. They hypothesized that as high performance is

rewarded, this reward leads to higher satisfaction.

Kazanas (1978) found a relationship among the factors of

meaning of work, value of work, job satisfaCtion, and job produc-

tivity- for vocational education graduates, although the strength

of this finding was relatively low. One conclusion was that
vocational graduates who perceived work as having intrinsic value

may have been more satisfied with work and may have been more

productive. In their study of job satisfaction and productivity,

Kazanas and Gregor (1977) concluded that vocational educators
should be concerned with their students' work values because of
the Significance of those values for job satisfaction and

productivity.

Robinson (1969) suggested that methodological differences

may account for the confThicting findings between job performance

and satisfaction. Robinson's careful examination of Tertinent

studies pointed to a significant relationship between high satis-

faction and high production, but low satisfaction rates did not

necessarily indicate low production rates.

Lawler (1973) pointed to two possible ways in which job sat-

isfaction may affect production: (1) by raising the.quality of

products or (2) by raising production rates. In separating these

two aspects of production, Lawler found that when work satisfac-
tion was high the quality of work products was also highbut
that no significant relationship existed between job satisfaction

and the quantity of products produced.

Little repearch by social psychologists_or sociologists has

been conducted on testing other conditions that might affect ths
relationship between work satisfaction and performance (Marconi

1973). There was some indication in recent studies that as

assembly lihe jobs were restructured to enrich job content and

job interest, production Costs rose, but absenteeism and turnover

rates declined. It is too early, however, to measure any lasting

effects of "job enrichment" on production.
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qther wotk-related consequences. Four other aspects of work

have been investigated as possible consequences of job satisfaC-

tion--(1) accidents, (2) tardiness,- (3) grievances, and (4) vari-

al,ilitv of output. Only a small number of studies have tested

the relationship between accidents and satisfaction (Marconi

1973): Vroom (1964) an(-1 Robinson (1969) found some significant

correlations, but the direction of the relationship was question-

able. Dissatisfaction could have been a result of a high acci-,

dent rate, 'rather than the reverse.

A small'number of studies reported a negative relationship

between hatisfaction and tardiness (Brayfield and Crockett 1955;

Dawis and Lofquist 1981; Porter and Steers 1973). High grievance

rates were associated with low job satisfaction (Fleishman and

Harris 1962). As a result of lapses in attention, an increased

degree of-boredom decreased the magnitude of output among

production workers (Wyatt, Fraser, and Stock 1929).

Physical and'Menta1 Health

Physical heal.th. Locke (1976) and Dawis and Lofquist (1981)

summarized the resu ts of numerous studies that examined the

relationship betwee4 job satisfaction and physical health and

longevity. I-Burke:4 969/1970) reported significant correlations

between job satj..iction and such subjectively reported physical

symptoms as fatigue, shortness of breath, headache, sweating, and

ill health. Herzberg, Mausner, and Snyderman (1959) reported

that dissatisfied workers complained more of headaches, loss of

appetite, indigestion, and nausea. Chadwick-Jones (1969) found

that steelworkers on highly automated and stibjectively boring,

jobs complained of extreme fatigue.

As a result of a one-hour laboratory experiment, Sales

(1969) found a significant negative relationship between sub- .

jects' enjoyment of a task and changes in their level of serum

cholesterol (a possible precursor of coronary heart disease)

during the work period. Sales and House (1971) reported a -.83

correlation between job satisfaction and rate of mortality from

arteriosclerotic heart disease. Palmore (1969) reported that job

satisfaction was the single best predictor'of longevity (i.e.,

observed years of survircial after a physical,exam, divided by

expected years L)f survi4a1 ,based on actuarial tables). An exten-

sive review of the medicar-psychological literature by Jenkins

(1971) revealed numerous studies that reported associations

between coronary disease 'and such job complaints as'boredom,

feeling ill at ease, and interpersonal conflict.

Mental health. Locke (1976) and Dawis and Lofquist (1981)

also reviewed research concerning the relationship between job

satisfaction and mental health. Job satisfaction was found to

,:orrelate with indices'of mental health (Special Task Force
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1973). Hoppock (1935) reported that highgr job satisfaction for
a group of teachers seemed to be associated w2th better mental
health and better human relationships.

\,,,...Kornhauser (1965) developed an index of mental, health from
six component indices: (1) anxiety and tension, (2) self-esteem,
(3) hostility, (4) sociability, (5) life satisfaction, and (6)
personal Norale. Kornhauser reported consistent relationships
between satisfaction and the total mental health index among
three levels of blue-collar workers. The strongest relationship
was with "chance to use abilities."

Labor Market Experiences

Evidence strongly suggests that job dissatisfaation imposes
considerable costs on workers in terms of increased unemployment,
decreased labor force participation, and decreased growth in
annual earnings and occupational attainment (Andrisani et al,
1978; U.S. Department of Labor 1979). However, the U.S. Pepart-
ment of Labor report noted that dissatisfied black workers as
compared to satisfied black workers were an exception. Workers
in the former group experienced greater occupational advancement,
largely as a reiUlt of their greater tendency to change
employers.

-7
Social Costs

The social costs imposed by low job satisfaction are of par-
ticular interest to policymakers. Because dissatisfied workers
experience longer spells of unemployment, they are,more likely to

draw upon unemployment insurance and welfare (U.S. Department of
Labor 1979). The factors creating job dissatisfaction probably
contribute indirectly to the overall costs of social programs at
the same time that they deprive many workers of the opportunity
to work at more productive and satisfying jobs.

1co7

0 lier Attitudes

Locke (1976) reviewed four studies that dealt with attitudes

oward life, family, and self-conf_gicence. Significant positive
rrelation between, attitudes on the job and those toward life

were reported by/Kornhauser (1965), Iris and Barrett (1972), and
Weitz (1952). jornhauser (1965) also reported a positive rela-
tionship between job satisfaction and family attitudes. Finally,

Herzberg, Mausner,. and Snyderman (1959) reported that satisfying
job experiences increase self-confidence.
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Implications for Vocational Education

Given the importance of careen srloice to individual well-

being and identity, the economic well-being of the employing
organization, and the social costs to society, it follows that
students should be knowledgeable about their individual work-
personality charact*stics, the characteristics of work and

training environments, the likelihood of their adjustment to work

and training in specific environments& and the process of con-
tinued adjustment to work (Dawis and Lbfquist 1981). These are

likely components of job satisfaction, which may be explored or

developed in the process of vocational education. Such knowl-

edge, which may help guide students to make the most meaningful
choices for their careers, can be generated and communicated by

systematic vocational assessment, guidance, and education.
yocational educators-face.a difficult dilemma here, the balance

between raising unrealizable expectations and discouraging

realistic aspirations.

Summary of Literature on Job Satisfaction

Job satisfaction can be defined as "a pleasurable or posi-

tive emotional state resulting from the appraisal of one's job or

job experience" (Locke 1976, p. 1300). Measurement of job shtis-

faction is difficult due to the complex nature of the construct.

Typical methods of measurement'include rating scales, overt
behavior, action tendency scales, interviews, and the critical

incident strategy. Despite its weaknesses, the rating scale is

most commonly used.

Five theoretical approaches have been described to explain

job satisfaction: f41fillment 'theory, discrepancy theory, equity

theory, the two-factor theory, and an integration of the equity

and discrepancy thedry. Fulfillment theory is based on the

assumption that job satisfaction is a function of the degree to

which a job provides workers with outcomes that are valued by

those workers.' The basic idea of the discrepancy theory is that

satisfaction is determined by the difference between the work

outcomes workers actually receive and some other outcome level.

Lquity theory holds that jab\ satisfaction.exists when workers
perceive that there is equity in the ratio of what they put into

a job and what is received from the job. The two-kstor theory
suggests that job satisfaction s caused by a different set of

factors than dissatisfaction. In the equity/discrepancy integra-

tion theory, job satisfaction involves a.comparison between what

workers actually experience and what they think they should
experience (rather than what t ey want).

Research concerning demo raphic influences on job satis-

faction has yielded mixed results. Generally, whites express

greater satisfaction than blacks, and females express greater
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p.

satisfaction than males. The age and job satisfa-tion rela-
tionship appears to be a U-shaped function, with high initial
sdtisfaction followed by a decline, with a subsequent increase as
workers reach middle age. A consistent relationship has.not been
reported between education level and job satisfaction. Gen-
erally, white-collar workers tend to be more satisfied than
blue-collar workers. For all of the demographic variables,
differential results are reported when other variables are
controlled or whIn specific job situations are stu440.

The most consistentAy reported consequence of job dis-
satisfaction is an increase in turnover, ,rates. Although not as '

consistently reported, absenteetsm may also be related to job
dissatisfaction. No consistent relationship has been reported
with performance, accidents, tardiness, or grievance rates. A
positive relationship appears to exist between job satisfaction
and physical and mental health. Increased job dissatisfaction is
associated with increased unemployment and, thus, with increased
use of unemployment insurance and welfare (except for blacks).
Job satisfaction is clearly a complex concept that is influenced
by--and influences--numerous other variables. Investigation of
this issue demands a sophisticated and carefully designed
approach.
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CHAPTER 2

THE ANALYTIC MODPI, AND THE DATA

Although a number of ettemp s have been made to develop an
adequate and, therefore generally acceptable theory of job satis-
faction, the literat4e review in chapter 1 reveals tIlat no such

model is currently available. The primary approachesuhave dealt
with either within-person psychological needs and:their satisfac-
tion, or job-related needs and their satisfaction: or with a com-
bination of these two areas. Obviously, there is considvable
overlap atng these approaches. It'is also clear that job satis-
faction,is a complex, multidimensional concept.

The focus of this stu'dy is on utilizing a recently collected
data.base to examine the finding, reported by a number of
researchers (Grasso and Shea1979; Mertens et al. 1980;,Mertens
and Gardner 1981; Tabler 1976), that the graduates of.secondary
vocational education programs are more satisfied with their jobs
than graduates of other curricula. Ir;kaddition, the study seeks
to examine the antecedents of this satIsfaction phenomenon. A

simplified diagram of the possible network of relationships is .

presented infigure 1.

.The relationships examined in this study specifically con-

cern differences in job satisfaction as'a function of vocatiOnal
or other education, while holding constant (to the extent 'Assn.-.
ble) internal and external personal characteristics, as 'dell as

such variables as levels of education, occupation, and job

characteristics. Thus, the models tha.t.e.re represented in'the
--equations used in the analyses deal with that portion of the net-

work of relationships that includes the education and job satis-
faction portion of the diagram. The data used for these analyses
are those available in the National Longitudinal Survey. of Youth
Labor Market Experience (NLS Youth) and the high sChool tran-
scripts of a subsampie of the NLS youth.

Description of the OLS Youth Cohort

'>e 12,686 persons included in the NLS Youth sample were .

selected by a household scredhing process in the fall of 1978;
the New Youth Cohort represents a national probability sample of
youth who were between the ages of fourteen and twenty-one when

originally selected. The sample was drawn in three stages:- (1)

a cross-sectional sample; (2) a supplemental sample of blacks,
Hispanics, and economically disaduantaged whites; and (3) a sam-
ple of young persons serving in the militarY. Both the cross-

sectional and supplemental samples were stratified by sex in
order to obtain relatively equal proportions of men and women.
Because blacks, Hispanics, and economically disadvantaged whitos
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were purposefully overrepresented in the NLS Youth sample, a
weLihting proceaure was developed to permit more accurate esti-
mates of these various combinations of the youth population.*
Approximately 2 percent of the NLS respondents are Native
Americans or of Asian or Pacific., Island descent; these minority
members are included with whites in this study.

Extensive backgroOnd information about family, schooling,
work Tstory, and training was gathered for all the respondents
in the,NLS Youth Survey when they were first intervi-ewed early in

1979- In addition, data on current educational and labor market
activities were obtained. Follow-up interviews were conducted in
1980, 1981, and 1982. Follow-up interviews are scheduled with
the participants -in the New Youth Cohort through 1984.

l

NLS Youth Transcript Collection Effort

.The transcripe collection effort was initiated through a
subcontract let by the National Center for Research in Vocational
Education to the National Opinion Research Center/(NORC) in order
to secure and code the transcripts of the NLS Youth respondents.
The first.round of transcripts was collected in 1980; the target
sample consisted of youth who were seventeen years and older at

the time of the 1979 interview. Ipnscripts were obtained in
1981 for NLS respondents who werdfifteen and sixteen years old
at the time of the first interview. Respondents excluded from
both collection efforts were those in the military sample and
those who attended foreign high schools. If a student had trans-

.ferred and the original school's transcript was not complete, ex-
tensive effOrts were made to locate and contact the new school to

obtain the student's record.

The coded information, if available from the indiVidual

tt nscripts, includPd: (1) days absent, grades nine through

twel.ve; (2) academic rank in class; and (3) math'and verbal

scores for aptitude tests (Preliminary Scholastic'Aptitude Test,
Scholastic Aptitude Test, American College Test). Cohrse infor-
mation included the specific course taken, the grade (or year) in

which the course was taken, the letter grade received, and the
credit received for the coursc6.

Each course credit was converted to a common scale, the
Carnegie credit unit, at the time of coding. This system assigns
1.0 credit to a standard full-year course, or.one course taken

one hour a day for 180 days. The Carnegie credit unit system

*For a full description of the sampling and weighting procedures
used in the survey and a descriptive analysis of the first year's
data, see Borus et al. (1980).
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orovides a method that is sensitive to the length of tiMe spent
in the classroom (in contrast to a simple count of courses
taken), thuS facilitating a comparison of the youths' vocational
education experiences on a national level.

A coding system to identify the actual courses taken by the
student was developed from the Standard Terminology for Curricu-
lum and Instruction in Local and State School Systems Handbook VI
TTUtnam and Chismore 1970). The course identification scheme
consisted of a two-digit, subject matter prefix (e.g., math,
English) followed by a two-digit code, which specifies the indi-
vidual course within the general category (e.g., Math I, American
Literature).

Classification of Vocational Students

The seven subject matter areas identified as "vocational" in

ook VI were used in this study. These categories are
agriculture, distributive education, health occupations, home
economics, office occupations, technical education, and trade and

industrial occupations. Several decision rules were adopted to
accommodate the available data and refine the definition of 4oca-
tional education (Campbell, Orth, and Seitz 1981). Techni:cal

education and trade and industrial courses were combined and
designated as trade and industrial. Only courses considered to
be vocationally oriented were included in the home economics
classification, in contrast to homemaking or consumer home eco-
nomics. In addition, business and industrial arts courses were
differentiated from office occupations and trade and industrial
courses, and were not considered vocational.. In general, busi-
ness and industrial arts courses are directed toward the acquisi-
tion of knowledge and skills that are intended for personal use
rather than for occupational training.

Five elements were conceptualized to describe possible
patterns of participation in vocational education. They are as

follows:

o Intensity
o Diversity
o Continuity
o Supportive diversity
o Proximity

These elements are based upon cer tain assumptions about th
vocational-education system in secondary schools. They are
defined operationally in terms of scales that have'permitted the
school experiences recorded in students' transcripts to he

described as numbers.
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The first element, intensity, represented the actual number

of credits:a student took in a vocational service area (e.g.,

agriculture, business and office). Only those credits were

recorded that were taken,in the students' major service area.

For a majot specialty to be established for a student, at least

one full Carnegie unit credit, representing a year's work, had to

be earned, and at least six-tenths of the vocational credits had

.to'be in that service area. This element was based,upon the
assumiption that more involvement in the courses Within a service

area should result in a greater accumulation of skills in that

area a.nd, consequently, in greater likelihood of effects on
either labor market experience or additional schooling.

The second element, diversity, represents the number of ser-

vice areas in which the student took credits. It was scored as

an actual count of areas,. It is a contrast to intensity, because

specific skills seem unlikely to develop from a sampling of

courses across service areas.

The third element, continuity, was defined as the grade,lev-'

els in .4hic1i courses in the specialty were taken. The continuity

score was a simple count of'the number of levels in which the

student pursued the specialty. It was based on the assumption

that skills developed=-Tner a longer time period are more likely

to persist than those learned in a short:period.

The fourth element, supportive diversity, is included to.

reflect the possible contribution that courses in one area,might

make to the successful application of skills developed in another

'service area. To receive a,supportive diversity score', the <stu-

dent had to have a speci,alty and, in addition, had to have taken

one or more of a set of courses in other service areas judged to

be useful in the practice,of the specialty. For example, a

knowledge of accounting may be useful to a student trained in

autobody repair if that student plans. to open an autobody repair

shop. The score was a simple'count of the credits in such

related courses.

The fifth element, proximity, was intended to represent the

freshness of the training at the time of its application. The

scale was an ordinal one, with three points assigned for spe-
cialty courses taken in both the elNenth and twelfth grades, two

assigned for twelfth grade specialty courses taken without elev-

enth grade specialty courses, one assigned for eleventh grade

specialty courses taken without twelfth grade specialty courses,

and zero assigned when.there were no specialty, courses taken in

either eleventh or twelfth grades. The assumption was that .

skills learned earlier Mid subsequently unused would tend to be

forgotten. They might not, .therefore, be available when needed

in a job situation.
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The information in each student's transcript was translated
into a profile of scoxes representing the five descriptive con-
cepts. _Five patterns of participation were hypothesized after
reviewing a"random set of transcripts, and were empirically
verified. (The match between number of concepts and number of
Patterns is coincidental.) Each student profile was assignedto-
the pattern it mdst nearly resembled. The patterns were
designated as follows:

o ConcenttatOrs
o Limited Concentrators
o Concentrator/Explore-s
o Explorers
o Incidental/Personals

Concentrators are those students who, on the average, had

six or more credits in their vocational education specialty area.
They frequently had an additional credit in another service area,
and occasionally this credit could be judged as supportive of

their specialty. They averaged three years of courses tak_n in
the specialty area, and nearly always took courses in both the

eleventh and twelfth grades.

Limited Concentrators are those who averaged a little more
than three credits in a service area and tended to take their

specialty courses in only two year.". They took their specialty
courses in both eleventh and twelfth grades a little less often
than the Concentrators did. They also took more courses outside
of their specialty area, but only occasionally were those judged

to be supportive.

Concentrator/Explorers are those who averaged almost a full
credit (0.9) less than Limited Contentrators in a specialty.
.They tended to spend fewer than two years pursuing a specialty
and frequently did pot take specialty courses ih the twelfth
grade. Many of them sampled at least two service areas, but
rarely were those areas judged to be supportive of their

specialty.

The Explorers are those who took courses in three0or more
service areas and did not develop a specialty. They did not have

scores in the other areas because a specialty w necessary to
earn the other scores.

The Incidental/Personal participants are those who averaged

slightly less than one credit in vocational education. Some o
them took-enough courses to qualify for a specialty but not en-7-4.-

ough to be classified as a Concentrator/Explorer or as a Limited

Concentrator. When they did-develop a specialty, there was some
tendency to take a course in that specialty in the upper grades,
but judging from the average proximity score (0.6), this was pro-
bably more often in-the eleventh grade than in the twelfth.
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Ail but two of the youths in the smnple could be classified
c.L.uite readily according to these patterns.

Desar-iptIen-efthe-Da-ta-Used-for-Thls-Study-

The proposed focus for this research effort, examining the

effects on job satisfaction of secondary vocational education,

suggested several methodological considerations to be taken into
account in the selection of a subsample to be used for analysis.
A primary objective was to maximiZe the number of cases included
and yet preserve a relatively homogeneous sample in terms'of
labor market opportunities and exposure to vocational courSes and

programs. For example, it is inappropriate to treat high school'
graduates and dropouts as an aggregate given the .possible effect

of credentialing (i.e., having a diploma) on job satisfaction.
In addition, the method by which vocational education is measured
in this study is dependent,upon the information availeable from

students' transcripts. Another factor concerned the delhographic
distribution of the subsample and the generalizability of the re-

.,

sults in terms of the youth population.

Data for the analyses were taken from the 1979, ,1980, 1981,

and 1982 surveys. The number of individuals and the demographic
characteristics of the subsample vary depending on whether data

from individual years or some coMbination of years were used in

the,analyses. The subsamples were always selected so as to con-

tain only high school graduates. Due to the variations in sample
size and characteristics, specific details are presented in con-
junction with the results of each analysis in chapter 3.

r Analytic Approach

It seems reasonable to suppose that the choice of curriculum

in the high school is influenced.by the personal and background
characteristics suggested in the model (see figure 1). Some, tut

notall of these char?,cteristics may be controlled for by data
available in the ,I\ILS Youth. Those which were available in use-
.able form and ..ave logical, theoretical, or empirical support

became the basis for analysis.

There is documented evidence that choice of vocational
education as opposed to other kinds of.high school curricula has
some influence on level of education, although there is consider-
able overlap in the effects of the various kinds of curricula
(see, for example, CaMpbell, Gardner, and Seitz 1982). There is

.also documented evidence that level of education and, job satis-
faction are related (see Quinn and Baldi de Mandilovitch 1977):
Finally, there are logically intuitive reasons, as well as evi-

dence from other studies, to suggest that occupation, internal
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Personal needs ana characteristics, age, and experience nay also
influence job satisfaction.
P

Job satisfaction itself is seen as made up of several compo-
nents. There are those satisfactions rela'ted to the job context
(i.e., the working situation); job potential (i.e., the oppor-
tunity for personal improvement); job outcomes (i.e., the various
forms of payment); and interpersonaJ relations on the job (i.e.,
the relationship with coworkers, or supervisors).

Several analyses were conducted for the purpose of refining
the definition of job satisfaction and its antecedents prior to
and in conjunction with evaluation of the models represented by
,the equations used in the primary analyses. They inc.luded factor
analyses and reliability estimation of the scales and measures
used to describe job satisfaction) and those an.tecedents that
were scaled (e.g., self-esteem).

2Con elates of Job Satisfaction

The basic equation used to estimate these correlates may be
represented as follows:

JSr;i = an 41onCi + dnin. Mi + gnFi + jnTREi

+ knELi + mORPi +,nnAGi + Crii
2A' 4-, .-where\1)= a score 04- a1cgy onHsatisfaction (n = 1-4)

. C = a K-element 'vectOr cif job characteristics
E = an 8-e1erhent vector,of ?Eclilcation
'R',= a 3-e16*(it vector opeonal characteristics

='a l<=elemehfc vector ofOc'cupations
',a variables

TRE = training:-related emp1oYment
EL = a 67-ele6ent vector of educational levels

Li;gR'= hourly rate of pay
G'= age.
e= a random disturbance term reflecting unmeasured variables

The elements in C include--
A

Size of firm
tr- Unionizatioa

Shift
Full-time/part-time
Fringe benefits
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The elements in V include--

Vocational -Caucentrators
Limited Concentrtors
Concentrator/Explorers
Explorers
Incidental/Personals
Self-reported academic curriculum with no vocational credits
Incomplete records

The elements in include

/7Race
Sex
SES

The elements in M include--

Self-esteem scale score
Job aspirations

The elements in F include--

Professional and technical
Managerial
Sales
Clerical
Crafts
Operative
Farm
Service
Private household
Missing data on occupation

The elements in EL include--

13 years
14 years
15 years
1G years
17 or more years

This equation permitted the evaluation of potential anteced-
ents of job satisfaction, as required to meet the first objective
presented in chapter 1. The context is that of a series of con-
trols that m.,y be intermediating in the development of job satis-
faction. The complexity of the concept of job satisfaction was

-treated by estimating this equation with four different defini-
tions as the dePendent variables. These definitions were derived
by applyiny suggestions from the literature to the interpretation
of the results of the preliminary analyses discussed prior to the

equation. A more detailed discussion of these analyses is

presented in chapter 3.
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14.

Nonmonetary Relationships with Labor Market Outcomes

The relationship of nonmonetary influences on earnings--
another.objective specified in chapter 1--was evaluated.by esti=
mating an equation in which hourly rate oE pay (HRP) became the
dependent %;ariable, and the four forms of job satisfaction
entered the equation as explanatory variables:

HRPi a5 + b5C1 + c5Li d5P1.+ g5Fi + k5ELi + n5AG1 +

+ 15Wi + r5JSii + s5JS2i + t5JS3i + v5JS4i + e5i

Tne elements in W include--

Region
- Northeast

South
- West

Work experience

The elements in all of the other vectors were those defined

for the first equatian.

The question arises as to whether there may be simultaneity

between HRP and the four forms of JSn. The logical way in

which JS should influence HRP is through increased productivity.

The literature reviewed in chapter 1 finds very little evidence

for this path of influence. However, to provide a more rigorous

evaluation of the possibility of simultaneity, a system of simul-

taneous equatlons was evaluated. The use of a two-stage least

squares (2SLS) technique permitted the estimation of HRP and J.

Job Satisfaction and Training-related Placement
*/

Additional analysis with equations based on the model for

j'ob satisfaction permitted an evaluation of the persistence of

job satisfaction for students who had received vocational train-

ing in high school and had graduated. Objective 3 of the study

is determine whether job satisfaction persists over time fo-

vocational students in training-related employment as compared to

students not so classified." Generally, the basic equation is

appropriate to address this objective, with a change in sample
specifications and a couple of exceptions in terms of the

independent and dependent variables.

The comparison group for vocational students in training-

related jobs could be limited either to individuals who were
eligible for such jobs but did not obta-in them, or, tO all indi-

viduals who are not classified as being in training-related, jobs.

Consequently, two research questions were developed .to investi-

gate these possible comparisons.
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lirst, is there a difference in job satisfactibn over time
between individuals who were eligible for training-related
employment and either did or did not obtain such? To answer this
question, the subsample included only those individuals who were
eligible for training-related placement (i.e,; Concentrators,
Limited Concentrators, Concentrator/Explorers, and Incidentd1/
Personals) and .who were employed in 1979 or 1980. For this sub-
sample, the elements in F were--

Training-related * Concentrator
Training-related * Limited Concentrator
Training-related * Concentrator/Explorer
Training-related * Incidental/Personal

'..econd, is there a difference in job satisfaction over time

between individuals in training-related employment and students

not so classified? This subsample consisted of those Who were
employed in 1979 or 1980. For this subsample, the elements of E
include--

Training-related * Concentrator
Nontkaining-related .* Concentrator.
Training-related * Limited Condentrator
iontraining-related * Limited Concentrator
Training-related * Concentrator/Explorer
Nontraining-related * Concentrator/Explorer
Training-related * Inbidental/Personal
Nontraining7re1ated * Incidental/Personal
Explorer
Missing data on patterns of participation

For each of the models, analyses were conducted for 1979 and

1980 as well as for the diiference between 1979 and 1980 for the

same job satisfaction scores as defined in the first model.

Job Stability and Vocational Education

A fourth objective, identified in chapter 1/ was to deter-
mine the reLative job stability of vocational students When
compared with others not so classified...The equation used to
evaluate this objective had, as a dependent variable, job

mobility (JM).* The form of the equation is as followsl

JM = an + bnASi cnLi dnPi + fnJSni.+ gnEXi +

*This variable was so labelled to avoid confusing the acronym
used in the 'equation with the similar initials^of job satis-
faction, as both variables appear in 'the same equation.
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JA was defined as a mobility rate calculated by dividing the
number of jobs held between 1978 and the 1981 interview by the
number of weeks in the labor force.* For those employed in 1981,

their current job was not include0. Control variables included
the vectors of personal characteristics, defined as before, and
work experience, defined as the number of months since leaving

school.

The remaining variables differ in definition from their use

in the equations discussed earlier. The aspiration vector (AS)

was defined as the level of job content aspired to at age thirty-

five and also as a measure of change in aspiration between the

time of the 1979 interview and the 1982 interview. The educaticn
vector (E) represented a set of dummy variables for the patterns
of participation as used in the previous equations, but sub-
divided the sample into those respondents who were in training-
related employment for the majority of their jobs, if there was

sufficient specialization to determine trainisig-related employ-

ment. Otherwise, the yariable was defined as previously. The

job satisfaction variables (JS) used the definition described for

the first set of four equations, where the four forms of job sat-

isfaction were the dependent val-iables. This vector included the
1979 job satisfaction scores as well as a measure of change in
job satisfaction between the 1979 and 1981 interviews. These

changes permitted a partial accounting for the time-bound cl-Larac-

ter of job,mobility.**

The effect of summer jobs while in school may inflate appar-

ent mobility. This possibility was treated by conducting the

analysis only for those hiyh school graduates who were not

enrolled in postsecondary education at any time including or

subsequent to the first in'terview.

\

Educational Expectations and Occupational Aspirations

One final analysis was conducted in an effort to clarify the

dynamics of the participation in vocational education and its

effects on occupational and educational aspirations. With the

availability of longitudinal data encompassing tenth grade

qhis scale ranges from 0 to 1, with a mean of .015, reflectjng

average length of job of about one year.

**A .desirable additional specifiCation for this equation would be

a variable reflecting labor market conditions at the time of each

job change. Such information is not available in the dataiset.
Subsequent research should attempt to evaluate.the possible

effectyf labor market changes.
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tarough graduaLin, ii was possible to examine changes in aspira-
tions, pertaining both to jobs and,to education. The change
score was-detined as the ditference between expected education
level attainment at the first interview (1979) and that at the

1as0-(1982). A similar score was defined for the content status
level* of the aspired occupation at the two points in time.
Tnese scores were treated as dependent variables in equations
that considered personal characteristics, with a dummy variable
representing self-reported academic curriculum, intensity of con-

centration, proximity of vocational program tO graduation, and
with certain school characteristics as explanatory variables.
For the educational expectation score, the range represented by
the scate was from less than high school graduation to a post-
master's graduate program. The scale could take values from -7
through a mean of zero to +7. The occupational aspiration scale,
constructed similarly, was based on the Scoville (1969) job con-

tent categories. The change säore ranged from a -4 to a +4, with

a mean of zero.

There are three overlapping but somewhat conflicting
hypotheses that may.be examinea by these procedures. The first
represents the conventional wisdom that young people tend to
aspire more highly than theysare likely to attain. As they gain
experience and become aware of the realities of attaining certain
goals, their aspirations tend to moderate. This hypothesis would
predict a predoqnance.of negative change scores and a resulting

negative mean,for the population. The second hypothesis is that
advanced by Grubb and Lazerson (1975), that vocational education
lowers the expectations of young people. 'This hypothesis can be
evaluated by examining the sign and significance of the coeffi-
cients for intensity,and proximity in the equation. The third
hypothesis represents the expectation that participation in an
academic curriculum will increase the aspirations of young peo-

ple. It can be evaluated by examining the sign and significance
of the academic curriculum coefficient.

The results of these analyses are presented in the next -

chapter. The final chapter considers their policy implicads.

*Job content statu wa scaled by Scoville (1969) from five for

low status to one igh status based on the amount of educa-
tion, skill, intellectual responsibility, and similar variables
required by the job. -
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CH/WTER 3

THE FINDINGS

Findinojs Related to Data Characteristics

The identification of job satisfaction and the availability
of information about it in the NLS Youth data were the first

analyses undertaken. These analyses consisted of two parts.

First, there was a determination of the levei of reliability of a

scale to be used in subsequent analysis--the self-esteem scale

(see,Appendix A). The significant concern about this scale was

its internal consistency. A.coefficient alpha (Winer 1962) was

computed for this scale. The obtained value was .83. This level

of reliability was judged to be ample for the use of the scale in

the analyses that were undertaken concerning job satisfaction.

Second", there was an analysis of the items in the ULS Youth

interview data that were designed to,elicit the respondents'

Level of satisfaction with their current jobs at the time of the

interviews (see Appendix. B).*

The method used for analyzing these data was a Ifrincipal

components factor analysis.followed by a varimax rotation of

those factors that had eigenvalues closely approaching one,ot

grea.ter (the Kaiser criterion**). Variables that,shared at least

10 percent common variance with the underlying factor were
retained for use in analysis. After the items identifying each

factor were determined, the item scores were simply combined to

provide a total score on the factor. The factor analyses were

replicated for the data from three interview years (see Appendix

*In addition to these items, a number of other items that

reflected intentions or actual job-related actions were also con-

sidered. They included the reservation wage for changing jobs,

whether or not the respondent was looking for new work while
employed, willingness to take a new job, or reporting similar

acalions. or expressed intentions. The first princiPal components
aalysis identified a number of variables that lacked sufficient
communality with the remaining set to be adequately reflected in

any factor. These Were dropped from the set and a second run was
maae that became the basis for the- analysis.

**Strictly speaking, the Kaiser criterion specifies an eigenvalue

equal to or greater than one. There is; however, considerable
controversy about this level (see Thorndike 1978). We have

therefore chosen to relax it to the .95 eigenva ue and to retain

a factor exceeding this level, if it is readily and logically

interpretable.
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1 C) . There was some minor variation but substantial similarity

across the three years. Because the respondents were the same
individuals, with slight attenuation of sample sizes due to
nonresponse and some increase due to additional respondents'
graduating and obtaining jobs,,changes wol:Id have to reflect a
considerable component of change within individuals if the factor
structure had altered in any important way; Such changes were

not observed.

,Four factoirs met the eigenvalue criterion. These were
rotated, using the varimax procedures, to what was judged to be

adequate simple structure. They accounted for approximately 63
percent,of the common variance in the data.

One factor appeared to represent a personal on-the-job
developmerit and skill-related component. Items loading on this
factor dealt with the chance to do one's best work, to develop

new skills, and with overall experiences of satisfaction. These
variables had trivial loadings on the remaining factors--less
than 10 percent variance common with any other factOr. One addi-
tional variable, pleasantness of the.work place, did not differ-,

entiate as cleanly. It had 15 to 16 percent jorninon variance with

the first factor, but also shared about 14 p rcent with another
factor, suggesting that the intended meanin of the item was per-
ceived differently by.some respondents. It was handled in the
analysis by assigning it to the logical loading, the work

situation.

A second factor appeared to represent the conditions of the

work place. Two items representing unhealthy or dangerous,condi-
tions loaded very substantially on this factor. The item on
pleasantness of the,work place had a negative lOading here. This

pattern was consistent with the expectations of the question and
appeared to justify the inclusion of the item in the definition

of the factor.

A third factor appeared to represent the outcomes of work,

or job rewards. This factor carried the sustantial loadings of

good pay job security, and a chance for advancement. With the

exception of the latter, these variables had extremely trivial
loadings on the other three factOrs. The "chance for advance-
ment" variable hovered around a 10 perCent common variance with
the first factor, for two of the three survey years. This factor
had a substantial loading on the use and learning of new skills--

a reasonable prerequisite to advancement.

Two variables on the remaining factor had substantial load-

ings. These variables did not have more than 4 percent common

.
variance with any other factor. They were combined as the human
interaction factor because these two variabl6s were quality of
supervision and friendliness of coworkers,
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The factor structure in these data was strikingly gleam,

with only two variables showing factorial complexity above a 10

percent common variance with more than one factor. One of those

was "pleasant surroundings," whith Loaded both on the work condi-

tion factor and on the personal on-the-job development factor.

The other was the chance for advancement variable: discussed in

relation to the "job rewards." factor. Given the relatively sharp

differentiation among the variables and the distinct characteri-

zation of the four factors, it seemed reasonable to defil0 job

satisfaction far these data as four distinct variables, and to

abandon the notion of a global measure of job satisfaction.* The

measures of job satisfaction were calculated as previously

described, and the specifications of the equation described in

chapter 3 reflect these definitionS. The four measures were--

o personal on-the-job development

o working conditions
o job rewards
o Llman interactions

(JS1)
(JS2)
(JS3)
(JS4)

These correspond to the four factors previously discussed,

The Correlates of Job Satisfaction

As delineated in chapter 1, the first objective of this

study was to determine the c8rrelates of job satisfaction.

Because the analysis up to this point did not support the notion

of a global measure, but rather the four just,discussed, separate

equations were estimated for each of the four.

*It is interesting to note that an earlier study (Weitzel et al.

1973) found conceptually similar factors. These factors were

labelled Satisfaction with Personal Progress and Development;

Satisfaction with Compensation; Satisfaction with Organizational

Context and Satisfaction with Superior-Subordinate Relationships.

The researchers used a sample of salaried employee6 ;Fora five

different companies and a series of self-report scales different

,from those used in the present study. _They also carried out sec-

ond and third order factor analyses which led to two subfactors

and a general factor. This procedure was not replicated in the

present study.
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Satisfaction with Personal .0n-the-Job DeveloEment

Table 1 presents the results for JS1, satisfaction with

personal on-the-job development.* As identified in chapter 1,
major interest centers around the relationship of secondary voca-
tional education concentration with job satisfaction. In the

case of satisfaction with personal on-the-job development, none
of the educational yariables except completing sixteen years of
schooling show a significant relationship, and therefore none are

shown in table 1. (The complete results are given in Appendix

C.)

If vocational education has an effect on this form of job

satisfaction, it must be.an indirect one, operating through some

other variable. The major explainers of variance in thisjdrm of
job satisfaction are job characteristics, some isolated personal
characteristics, motivation, and occupation, Which of the e.

might be channels for.an indirect influence of vocational eluca-
tion on satisfaction with personal on-the-job developMent?

Three candidates emerge from an examination of table 1:

They are firm size,.the matCh between aspiration and current job,

and occupation. Firm,siize is a candidate be.cause the size of the

estimates of contribution to satisfaction in this instance is
inversely proportional to firm size. Other studies (Gardner,
Campbell, and Seitz, 1982) have found that, at least for men,

there is a lesser likelihood that vocational Concentrators will

be employed in larger firms. ThUs, in the case of men, voca-
tional education may be directing them toward work situations

where they perceive greater and more satisfying opportunity for

on-the-job development.

The match between the job and aspirations, as an indirect

channel for vocational education influence,.can best be consid-

ered a possibility rather than a likelihood. In earlier (vork,

Campbell et al. (1981) found a stronger likelihood that voca-

tional Concentrators would be in training-related employment than

those with little vocational education. Furthermore, there is a

greater tendency for both male and feaale Condentrators to show a

match between current and aspired jobs in this sample than for

those with less or no vocational education. These two facts are

consistent with the hypothesized indirect effect.

*Althouqh the equations rely on the longitudinal nature of the

data for specific variables, they were run for two scparaLe years

as a partial cross validation.
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TABLE 1

THE SIGNIFICANT CORRELATES OF SATISFACTION

WITH PERSONAL ON-THE-JOB DEVELOPMENT

(Equation JS1)

Variable

Regression Coefficients
1979 1g8.0

Job characteristics
Small firm size
Medium firm size
Large finn'size
Union
Evening shift
Split shift .

1.05494*
.75314*
.51689

-.30274
\J -.39299*

.70877*

-.46871*
-.62050*

Hours per week .42292* .24958*

Fringe benefits
- Paid vacation .31219*

Personal characteristics
Race and sex

- Black male
-.36834*

- White female
.24520

SES
-.00477

Motivation
Self-esteem

.04426*

ob and aspiritions match .73268* .52871*

Educational level
Highest grade completed-16

-.38992

OccupatiOn
. Professional

2.02245* 1.61881*

Managerial
1.01142* 1.41341*

Sales
.92711* .93231*

Clerical
.75334* .78701*

Crafts
1.03863* 1.07780*

Farm 1.56296*

Service
.61037*

Hourly rate of pay' .00067 .00094*

Training-related job
.24511

2304 2674

R2
.1826 .1569

NOTE: All values are significant at the .05 level. An * indicates values

significant at or above the .01 level. The numbers represent a unit change in

the scale of job satisfaction corresponding to a unit change in the scale of

each explanatory variable. The job satisfaction items are shown in Appendix

B. The scaling of the explanatory variables is shown in Appendix D.
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The third possibility .for an indirect vocational effect is
through choice of occupation. Vocational education prepares a
substantial proportion of its participants in the'skills of
clerical, crafts, and to a lesser extent, sales occupations. All
three of these occupational areas show strong, substantial, and
positive associations with job satisfaction as represented in
personal on-the-job development (J51). Thus, although evidence
of direct effects for secondary vocational education on this form
of job satisfaction is lacking, there is a strong Possibility
that secondary vocational edgcation exerts positive indirect
effects.

Satisfaction with Working Conditions

The second form of job satisfaction identified in this study
was satisfaction with working conditions (JS2). This form of
job satisfaction.showed a positive association with concentration
in vocational education in the 1979 data, but not for this equa-

.
tion in,the 1980 data (table 2). However, vocational Concentra-
tors did have a significa4t positive association mith working
conditions in, the 1979 and 1980 data in another, similar equation
(not shown) in whiéh.hourly rate of ,pay was identified differ-

ently. Thus, it appears possible that there is a persistent
association between vo0ational education and satisfaction with

working conditions.

Other consistent correlates of satisfaction with working
conditions include job characteristics, self-esteem and personal

characteristics. Firm size is again a factor, and although the
trend is not,as pronounced as with JS1 (personal on-the-job
development) when compared with very large firms, working condi-
tions are perceived to be.better in the smaller ones. Unions are
found where conditions are perceived to be unsafe, unhealthy, and

unpleasant. Females, regardless of race, perceive their working
conditions to be more satisfactory even after the study con-
trolled for the effects of occupations. Occupations show posi-
tive associations with satisfactory working conditions in the
vocational-education-related examples of sales, clerical, and
service occupations, but not in the instance of crafts occupa-

tions. Self-esteem is positively related to satisfaction with
working conditions, but hourly rate is negatively related.

The correlates that reflect the largest associations, how-
ever, are among the occupations. Some of these contribute sub-
stantially more than a full point on the nine-point scale of jo

satisfaction. Although vocational education does show an impact

on this form of job satisfaction, it must do so in a 8ontext of

other, more powerful-influences.
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TABLE 2

THE SIGNIFICANT CORRELATES OF SATISFACTION

WITH WORKING CONDITIONS

(Equation JS2)

1979

Regresion Coefficients

,Variable 1980

Job characteristics
-4

Small firm size .62212* .68326*

Medium firm size .83113* .51849*

Large firm size .72633* .54742*

Union -.74653* :-.37188*

Evening shift -.33126 -.29304

Hours. per week' -.32250* -.40305*

Health insurance -.24114

Education
.Concentrator .62518*

Limited Concentrator
54973*

Personal characteristics
Race and sex

- Hispanic female .61675* .56504*

Motivation

.4410949183** .29618*

.39972*

- White female
- Black female

Self-esteem .03692* .05631*

Job and jspirations match .19186

Educationa level

Highes year cOmpleted-15 .41241 -.46388

High t year completed-16
.43038

Occupa Ion
Pro essional .56916 .52578

1ana'f 1.59827* 1.25245*

Sales 1_49067* 1.35906*

Clerical 1.34505* 1.26765*

Crafts -.53502* -.65543*

Operatives -.51623* -.35640

Service .35067 .44141*

Private household 2.07941* 1.60878'

Age -.08335

Hourly rate 'of pay
-.00091*

2304 2674

R2 .2946 .2678

\, NOTE: All values are significant at the .05 level. An * indicates values

significant at or above the .01 level.
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Satisfaction with Job Rewards

'The third form of job satisfaction (JS3) was defined as
job-related rewards--that is, satisfactory pay, job security, and
chance for advancement. Table 3 shows the significant correlates
of this form of job satisfaction. Neither vocational education
nor educational level shows any significant association with this
form. And, only as education influencesoccupation is there a

readily apvayent indirect effect. For-example, sales, clerical,
and farming occupations show positive associations with the
rewards'Yorm 8f job satisfaction. Vocational education prepares
youths for all three of these.

There is also a less apparent but likely indirect effect.
Vocational education concentration is associated with working

more hours per week (Gardner, Campb,e11, and Seitz 1982). The

variable of hours worked per week is positively associated with
,satisfaction with job rewards. Therefore, there appears to be a
possible track of influence from vocational education, through
hours worked,* to satisfaction with job rewards.

The major correlates of satisfaction with job rewards are
fringe benefits, hourly rate of pay, and occupation. It is inte-

resting to note that firm size las an opposite effect on this
'form of job satisfaction than on the others discussed. The very

large firms appear to be the places where job rewards are per-

ceived to be more satisfactory. It is also interesting to note
that, although the presence of a union has a large effect on
hourly rate of pay, it has no effect on perception of satisfac-

tory job rewards. This suggests that union-generated increases

in pay offset the otherwise negative association of unions with

job satisfaction that are present with the other forms.

Satisfaction with job rewards is not subsumed in money

alone, however. -Clerical, sales, and farming are not the highest

paid occupations. As will be seen in-a subsequent analysis, they

are negatively associated with hourly rate of'pay. The indirect

contribution of vocational education, if any, therefore appears

to be in areas of satisfaction unrelated to money.

Satisfaction with human Interactions

The fourth form of job satisfaction identified in this study

was personal or human interactions (JS4). The variables repro-

sented in this equation were,not adequate to specify a reasonab.y

well-fitted model. The 0, although significant, was very
slightly over .05 in each data year. The variables,that
accounted for significant portions of the variance in this scale

were'firm size and self-esteem. These tended to be consistent

ocross both data yedrs. They also both have intuitively logical

explanations. Smaller firms may ptovide a better opportunity for
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TABLE 3

THE SIGNIFICANT CORRELATES OF SATISFACTION

WITH JOB REWARDS

(Equation JS3)

Variable

Regression Coefficients

1979 1980

Job characeristics
Medium firm size

-.35589

Large firm size -.49465

Hours per week .25317

Health insurance
.34021* .42608*

Life insurance
.34654* .40215*

Paid vacation
.55984* .39186*

Personal characteristics
Rice lind,sex

- Black males
-.33549

- Black females
-.59932*

- White females
-.22780

Motivation
Self-esteem

.03039* .03456*

Job and aspirations match
34575*

Age
-.10355* -.08249*

Occupation
Professional

.58165 .46349

Managerial
.82214* 1.03014*

Sales'
.64593*

Clerical
.43308 .57604*

Farm
1.24015* .81397

Private household
1.64273

Hourly rate of pay
.00291* .00187;*

2304 2674

R2
.1961 .1515

e

NOTE: All values' are significant at the .05 level. An * indicates values

significant at or above the .01 level.
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personal contact with the entire work force, frequently including
owners as well as managers. Persons who realisticly accept them-
selves probably have higher self-esteem scores. These same
people are likely to be able to establish good interpersonal
relations with their supervisors and coworkers.

There are several other isolated significant correlates
shown in table 4, but there is little evidence to provide an
interpretation. In general, the NLS Youth data confirm the
existence of this satisfaction phenomenon, but the specific
information to determine its correlates or interpret its meaning
is not logically evident in that data base. The consistent and
significant association of self-esteem with this scale and the
absence of other consistent trends suggest that the interperponal
relations aspect of job satisfaction is largely an internal
psychological phenomenon that is relatively independent of vari-
ables in the work place, in contrast with the other forms of job
satisfaction, with the possible exception of firm size. Adequate
explanation of this form of job satisfaction did not appear
possible from these data.

The Nonmonetary Correlates of Hourly Rate of Pay

The second objective presented in chapter I concerned the
relationship of nonmonetary elements, such a6 job satisfaction,
with earnings. The model specified the same set of variables as
those used in the equations for the four forms of job satisfac-
tion, with three exceptions. These were: (1) the inclusion of
the job satisfaction scores as explanatory variables, as the
ob.ective specifies; (2) the inclusion of a vector of work-
re ed variables representing region of the country and work
expersaçe7 and (3) the deletion of the motivation vector and
training-related placement. Most of these variables had.been
evaluated extensively in relation to hourly rate of pay in other
studies with these data (for example, Gardner, Campbell, and
Seitz 1982).

The primary point of interest in this study was the influ-
ence of job satisfaction on hourly rate of pay. Table 5 shows
the results of this analysis. Two job satisfaction Variables,
working conditions and job rewards, showed consistent and
strongly significant contributions across both data years. Work/
ing conditions were negatively associated with hourly rate of
pay, and job rewards were positively associated. Both appear
plausible and even self-evident.

In the case of working conditions, the unpleasant, un-
healthy, and.dangerous jobs are probably harder to fill, thereby
commanding a higher rate of pay. That satisfaction 'with job
rewards is strongly and positively associated with hourly rate of
pay seems redundant. Recall, however, that several occupations--
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TABLE 4 ,

THE SIGNIFICANT CORRELATES OF SATISFACTION

WITH HUMAN INTERACTIONS

(Equation JS4)

Variable

Regression Coefficients
1979 1980

Job characteristics
Small firm size .33624* .29018*

Medium firm size .22778 .

Union -.17405

Education t

Academic (m vocational) -.23413

Personal characteristics
Race and sex

- Black males
-.31494*

- Black femles -.26595*

Motivation
Self-esteem .01647* ,02466*'

Occupation
Private household -.80274

Hourly rate of pay
-.00037*

2304 2674

R2
.0507 .0538

NOTE: .All values are signifigant at the .05 level. An * indicates values

significant at or above the .011 level.
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TABLE 5

TIE SIGN IF ICANT CCRRELATES CF
HOURLY RATE CF PAY

(Equat ion JS5)

Var. table
Regression Coef ficients1777--1-730

Job char actor I st ics
Smal I f frm s I ze
Medium f 1 rm s I ze
Large f !rill s Ice
Ur) ion
Evening shift

-101.15*
-91.00*
-82.86*
83.58*
40.76*

-81.11*
-62.82*
-46.46*
67.54*

Split shift 45.08
Vary I ng sh I ft 19.27
Li fe I nsirance 29.29* 39.43*
Pa id vacation

Educat Ion
Limited Concentrator -32.38
Concentrator/Explorer -37.31
Inc! dent&/Person& -38.08

Personal character I st ics
Pace and sex

- Black male -22.36 -38.52*
- Hi span ic female -45.59 -73.93*
- BI ack female -42.72* -80.46*
- Wh ite female -48.95* -85.18*

Educat ion al level
Highest year ccrnpleted-15 -35.96

Region
South -21.29* -34.44*
West 29.52* 34.13*

Work experience 1.18* 1.14*
. Job sat I s fact ion

Person& devel opment 4.29
Work condi t ions -4.74* -7.40*
Job rewards 16.98* 15.63*
Human interact ions

cupation ,
Manager I al

#,

-54.47*

-14.69*

Sales -44.94*
Cler !cal -36.79*
Craf ts 32.18 37.06
Farm -133.23* -97,.89*
Serv ice -43.48* -31.69
Pr Nate househol d -138.28* -205.60*

n 2021 2373
R2 .3410 .3369

NOTE: AH v a I ues are s IT 1 f !cant at the .05 I evel . An * I nd icates va I uas s igi I f !cant at or above
the .01 Ipve I .

.
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notably those in sales, clerical, and fanning--were also strongly

related to satisfaction with job rewards. They are negatively
related to hourly rate of pay. Thus, it appears that satisfac-
tion with job rewards and hourly rate of pay are not synonomous,

although they do have a positive association. In the 1980 data,
personal on-the-job development had a positive association and

human interactions had a negative association with hourly rate of

pay. Because the effects of firm size and occupation, both of
which are associated with these forms of job satisfaction, have
been held constant, there seems to be a remaining unique influ-
ence on pay for these two variables, although the absence of sig-
nificant coefficients in the 1979 data requires the conclusion to

be tentative. Other nonmonetary variables that showed consistent

associations with hourly rate of pay were race and sex (negative
for blacks and females), firm size (the larger the firm, the

higher the pay), region of country (positive for W and nega-

tive for South), and work experience (positive bu sm 1).

As suggested in chapter 2, the question of simultaneity

between job satisfaction and hourly rate of,pay was considered.
Two-stage least squares equations were estimated for both of

these kinds of dependent variables. The resulting equations (not

shown) did not produce any significant coefficients for either
estimated hourly rate of pay or for estimated job satisfaction.

If simultaneity exists, it is apparently small, and is probably
contained within the unmeasured and unmeasurable variance in this

study. Therefore, ordinary least squares equations stand as the

best available estimates of the associations of job satisfaction

and the otlier variables with hourly rate of pay.

Training-related Placement and Job Satisfaction

Analyses were designed to examine the effect of training-

related placenent on job satisfaction for two.different
comparison groups--those who were eligible for training-related
placement and did not obtain such, and those who were not eligi-

ble for training-related placement. The first set of-equations

was designed to answer the following question: Is there a dif-

ference between individuals who were eligible for training-
related'employment and those who either did or did not obtain

such?

To answer this question, the subsample was restricted to
individuals,who were eligible for training-related placement
(i.e., Concentrators, Limited Concentrators, Concentrator/
Explorers, and Incidental/Personals). The comparison group
consisted of the respondents in those groups who did not obtain

training-related employment. No significant differences were
found on any of the four measures of job satisfaction for persons

eligible for training-related employment who did or did not

obtain such (tables 6 to 9). Thus, when comparing vocationally
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TABLE

CORRELATES OF" PERSONAL-JOB SATISFACTION FOR PERSONS
Ek(IGIBLE FOR TRAINING-RELATES PLACEMENT -

Variable

Regression Coefficients

1979 98-0
q.

,

Job characteristics
..

1.0355*

Paid vacation .3888
Small firm size -

Missing data on life insurance .U.7234

Missing data on firm size .7385*

Evening.shift -.4198

Split shift -.8495

Motivation
Self-esteem .0379 .0385*

Personal

Occupational .aspiration match .5693* .6571*

Black male `.- -, -.5624

Occupation 4 %

Professional 2.0515* 1.4506*

Managerial 1.0329* 1.2794*

. Sales .9726*

Clerical :7370* .7378*

T7O09Crafts .7381

Hourly rate, of pay

Education -

-.0589t
.1362t

Training-related Concentrator .3479t

Training-related Limited Concentrator .3054t
-.0036t
.2338t

Training-related Concentrator/Explorer .1298t

Training-related Incidental/Personal -2451t

df 960 1109

R2 .1861 .1920

NOTE: All unmarked coefficients are significant at the .05 level; * coeffi-

cients are significant at the .01 level; t coefficients are not statistically..

. significant.
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TABLE 7

CORRELATES OF SATISFACTION WITH JOB CONDITIONS FOR .

PERSONS ELIGIBLE FOR TRAINING-RELATED PLACEMENT

Variable

Regression Coefficients

19/9 1980

,Job characteristics
. Union
Hours per week
Small firm size

Evening shift
Health insurance

-:8006*
-.4173

-.3666*

-.6505*
.5200

-.3945

Personal
Black female .5672

Hispanic female
.7108*

Motivation
Self-esteem .0320 .0434*

Hourly rate of pay
-.0008

Occupation
Managerial 1.7860* .9259*

Sales 1.3613* .8762*

Clerical 1.2640* 1.1833*

Crafts -.7635* -.8944*

Operative -.8422* -.7306*

Education
-Training-related Concentrator .0662t -.1516t

Training-related Limited Concentrator .0287t -.1118t

Training-related Concentrator/Ex0Prer -.1496t -.0118t

Training-related Incidental/Persoal -.2510t -.0025t

df 960 1109

.2975 .3103

NOTE: All unmarked coefficients are si nificant at the .05 level; * coeffi-

cients are significant at the .01 level; t coefficients are not statistically

stgnificant.
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TABLE 8

CORRELATES OF SATISFACTION WITH JOB REWARDS FOR PERSONS
ELIGIBLE FOR TRAINUG-RELATED PLACEMENT

41$4

Variable

Regression Coefficients

1979 I980

Job characteristics
Large firm
Hours worked per week
Paid vacation
Health insurance
Life insurance

Motivation
Self-estean
Occupational aspiration match .3818

Personal
Hispanic male
Black female

Hourly rate of pay
Occupation ,

Managerial

Farm
Clerical

Education
Training-related
Training-related
Training-related
Training-related

-.7150

. 4707*

. 4084

.0379 ,

df

Rz

Concentrator
Limited Concentrator
Concentrator/Explorer
Incidental/Personal

.0029

.9574

1.3272

-.0132t

.2939t

-.24631
-.3450t

960

.3516

.4965*

-.5703
-.8035*
.0018*

.8155

.5122

-.2370t
-.0469t
,0116t
-.0708t

1109
.1467

NOTE: All unmarked coefficients are significant at the .05 level; * coeffi7

cients are significant at the .01 level; t co 44-cients are not statistically

significant.
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TABLE 9

CORRELATES OF SATISFACTION WITH INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

FOR PERSONS ELIGIBLE FOR TRAINING-RELATED PLACEMENT ,

Variable
---------

Regression Coefficients

1979 1980

Job characteristics
Small firm size

.3364

Union -.2492

Evening shift .3230*

Missing data on shift -2.1281*

Missing data on finl size .3071

Motivation
Self-esteem .0228* .0205

Personal .

Black male
-.4999*

Black female
-.2679

Occupation
Private household -1.8608

Education
Training-related Concentrator -.0686t -.0382t

Training-related Limited Concentrator -.1609t
0923t

Training-related Concentrator/Explorer
Training-related Incidental/Personal

-.1072t
-.0002t

.0668t

.0827t

df
960 1190

R2
.0847 .0706

NOTE: All unmarked coefficients are significant at the .05 level; * coeffi-

ciePts are significan't at the .01 level; t coefficients are not statistically

significant.
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trained respondents who did or did not obtain training-related
employment, job satisfaction does not seem to be affected.

A second question of interest was: Is there a difference in
job satisfaction between individuals in training-related employ-
-ment and respondents not so classified? The analyses designed to
answer this question compared individuals with vocational train-
ing with respondents who had no vocational training.

Increased personal satisfaction was associated with having
been.a'Concentrator or Limited Concentrator who had obtained a
training-related job (table 10.* Thus, those with the greatest
concert-brat:lion of vocational -education who held traIning-related
jobs reported increased opportunities to do their best and to
learn skills that were valuable for finding a better job..
Increased satisfaction with working conditions, rewards, and
interpersonal relationships was reported for Concentrators and
Limited Concentrators who had not obtained training-related
employment (tables 11 to 13). Thus, there appears to be a trade-
off between persbnal satisfaction and satisfaction with other
aspects of the job for some vocationally trained youths. The one
exception to this finding was that.Atimited Concentrators in
training-related occupations reported greater satisfaction with a
job's rewards in 1979.

Occupational and personal characteristics appeared to be
associated with differences in job satisfaction to a greater
extent than were educational experiences. Persons from smaller
firms reported significantly greater personal satisfaction, and

those who worked an evening or split shift or were in a union
reported significantly less personal satisfaction. Consistent
with previous research, black males reported significantly less

personal satisfaction whereas White females reported signifi-

cantly more. Certain occupations (sales, clerical, for example)

were generally associated with increased personal satisfaction
when compared with individuals who were laborers.

The results for satisfaction with job conditions were fairly
similar to those for personal job satisfaction. Smaller firm
size and being female were associated with increased satisfacti-)n
with job conditions, while union membership and shift work were
associated with decreased satisfaction. One notable difference
between personal satisfaction and satisfaction with job condi-
tions was found for the occupational variables. While most of
the occupational areas were still associated with increased sat-

isfaction, crafts and operatcives occupations were associated wi h

i

*Three of our coefficients are significant; all have the same

sign.
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TABLE I 0

CORRELATES CF FERSONAL JCB SAT ISFACT ION
(Train log-related Effects)

Variable
Regression Coefficients
19/9 7980

Job ch aracter I st ics
SmaH f I rm s I ze
Medium f Irm s 1 ze
Large f I rm s I ze
Missing data on f Irm size

1 :07556534:

.5150
.9030*

.7133*

.6473*

lb ion
Evening sh I ft
Split shift
lburs per week
Mi ss I ng data on hours per week
Pa id vacation

Personal
Black male
1011 te' female

Motivation
Cccupat Ion aspirat ion match
Se I f-esteem

Cc cupat ion
Professional
Managerial
Sales
Cler ical
Crafts
Farm
Serv ice

Fbur 1 y rate of pey
Educa t ion

Tra in I ng-r eia ted thncen tra tor
1\lontra in ing-rel a ted Concentrator
Tra in I ng-r elated L id ted Concen tra tor
tiontraining-related Limited Concentrator
Tra in I ng-reiated Concentr ator/Explorer
tsbntra I n I ng-rel ated Concentr ator/Exp I orer ,

Tra In 1 ng-r elated Inc !dental /Person al
Nontra in ing-rel ated Incidental/Personal
Explorer
MI ss I ng patterns data

d.

R4

--=---.3095
-.3900*

.4239*
:52302446*

.7229*

2.0059*
1.0068*

.9381*
.7574*

1.0209*
1.5416*

.0007

.4183 t-.0508

.4394
.1 366t1t.252

..: gi 31 0:91351 3°95i
-.0458'

2248
.1828

-.4734*
-:62250937*

-.234744r

05344532**.
.

1.6306*
1.4046*

.9582*

.E063*
1.0907*

;006009*96*

.1764t
.4175t
.3432
.0102tt
.2179

-.0750t
4784*
..%23f531.

.12.451

2619
.1583

NOTE: Al 1 unmarked coef f icients are sign! f !cant at the .05 level; * coef f icients are sign I f icant
at the .01 level; t coef ficients are not statistical ly sign I f icant.
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TABLE 1 1

COVELATES CF SAT ITACTION WITH JCB CONDITIONS
(Training-related Ef fects)

Variable
Regression Coef f ic lents

1979 i980

Job characteristics
Sm& I f I rm s 1 ze

s Medium firm size
Large f I rm s I ze
Missing data on firm size
-Union- .

-.3335*evening shift
iburs per week -.4843

-.4191*
Missing data on hours per week
Haalth instrance -.2433

.6258* .6794*
.8365* .5123*
.7286* 5394*
.4648 .4000'

-.3578*
4. . 3 3 3 5 -.3065

Person&
Hi s pan ic fem&e
Black female

alWhite feme

.6778*
:40*455080*

5535*
89563it6 *

Motivation
Sel f-esteem
Cccupation aspiration match

I-burly rate of pay
Age
Cccupat Ion

Professional
M anagarlal
Sales
Cler Ica)
Crafts
Opera t I ve
Serv ice
Pr ivate household

Education
Highest g- ade completed-15
Highest grade ccmpleted-16
Training-related Concentrator
Non-training-reiated Concentrator
Training-related Limited Concentrator
Nontralning-related Limited Concentrator
Tra In I ng-r elated Concentrator/Explorer
Nontraining-related Concentrator/Explorer
Tra in I ng-r elated Inc I denta I /Person al
No ntraining-r&ated incldental/Person&
Explorer
missing data on patterns

.0371*

-.0850

.5651
1.6060*
1.4704*
1.3343*
-.5161*

.6355514644**72 0

.4126

.1987t
.6615

...*:(;1

1

552: 8: 9;

I..8.1211604;

-.0820t
.37781:
.1208 '

.0561*
.2061

-.0009*

.5330
1 .2287*
1.3723*
1.2784*

34462 317 920*
0.6620

44 09:0640

.1621t
:91377556;

.0 766t

.25 61t

.11931.

.2087

2248 2619dt ..2950 2686

NOTE: All unmarked coef ficients are sight icant at the .05 level; * coef ficients are signif icant
at the .01 level; t coefficients are not statistical ly significant.
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TABLE I 2

CORRELATES CF SAT 19cACT ION WITH KB REWARDS
( Tra in I ng-rel ated Ef fects)

Variable
Regression Coef f I c lents

19(9 19d0

Job characteristics
Medium f rm s I ze .3605

Large f irm s ize -.4849
-

Mi ss I ng data on f I rm s I ze -.5259
Mi ssing data on un ion .3734

Hours worked per, %seek .2560
.0

lie arfh:rn-s-uf- ante
449.1-

.LI fe I nsu-ance 3454*

Pa id vacation .5487* .4074*

Pergan ai
Black male -.3478
Black female -.6039*
Wh I te female -.2223

Mot I vat ion
Sel f-esteem .0290* .0348*

Occupat ion as p !rat ion match .3420*
Age -.1004

. 0029*
-.1082180**

Hour 1 y rate of pay
Occupation

Profess lanai .5420 .4768

Manager I al .8286*
.66W*Sales

1.0122*

Clerical .4379
5

Farm 1.2457* .829*6

Pr Iva te househo u 1.6560

Educat ion tTr a in I ng-rel ated Concentrator .3261
tHantra in I ng-related Concentr .35 61ator

..60036106t

Tra in I ng-r& ated Limited Concentrator .5585* .210744t

Nontra in I ng-re lated imi ted Concentrator .1984t
'Training-related Concentrator/Explorer .0077 .26201.

.307 9tNontra in I ng-re lated Concentrator/Explorer .0407t

Training-rel -.1 497tated Incidental/Personal
. 1050t .1361t

1905t

Nontra in I ng-related Inc identa I /Per son al -Expl orer .2 449t-
.0185t

.10751

Miss I ng data on patterns . 0322;

dl
R4

2248 261 9
.1959 .1516

4

NOTE: Al I unmarked coef f ic lents are sign 1 f icant at the .05 level ; coef f ic lents are s ign I f !cant

dt the .01 level; t coef f icients are not statist ic& I y sign! f leant.
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0 TABLE 13

CORRELATES OF SATISFACTION WITH INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
(Training-related Effects)

Variable

Regression Coefficients
1979 1980

Job characteristics
Small firm size .3362* .2893*

.2267

Missinrdata firm size .3182* .2882*

UniOn -.1768

Missing data on shift -1.1814*

Personal
Black male -.3189*

Black female -.2710*

Motivation
Self-esteem .0163* .0245*

Hourly rate of pay -.0004*

Occupation

Private household -.7737

Missing data on ocsupation -1.5521

Education
Training-related Concentrator .1377t .0049t

Nontraining-related ConcentratOr .1961t .3915*

Training-related Limited Conc6trator .0256t .14pot

Nontraining-related Limited Conceritrator .1649t .0158t

Training-related Concentrator/Explorer .0/28t .1154t

No's-graining-related Concentrator/Explorer .1284t -.1353t

Training-related Incidental/Personal. .1484t .1282t

Nontraining-related Incidental/Personal .0574t .1030t

Explorer .034/ t .2304

Missing pattern data .0066t -.0050

df 2248 2619

R2 .0491 .0516

NOTE: All unmarked coefficients are significant At the .05 level; * coeffi-

cients are significant at the .01 level; t coefficients are not statistically

significant.
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stgniLicantll :,atiictik_)h. Thus, woikets in these fields:

reported that their job conditions were less pleasant, more

danger:us, and less healthy.

Increases in satisfaction with job rewards were associated

\A-1th health insurance, life insurance, and paid vacation. -In

additicyn, less satisLaction W(13 reported by black males, black

females, and white females (those groups who traditionally
receive lower pay than white males). The occupational areas

(i.e., professional, nanagerial, clerical, and farm) were con-

sistently associated with higher satisfaction when compared with

laborers. Those not shown did not differ in satisfaction from

laborers.

Interpersonal relationships were more satisfactory in -

smaller firms, and less satisfactory for black males and females.

occupational areas had Little influence on this aspect of job

satisfaction. Overall, satisfaction with interpersonal rela-

tionsh;ps was the Host difficult aspect of job satisfaction to

explain.

Job Stability and Vocational Education

To assess the possible association of job stability with

vo.cational education, the inverse of stability--job mobility*--

via!: aeftued. It took the form of a ratio between the number of

jobs held and the number of weeks in the labor force,. Values

could range from zero to 1.00. Secondary vocational education

patterns described in chapter 2 entered the equation as dummy

variables subdivided into two sets of group nembership. The

groups were (1) those youths who had followed each particular

pattern and were, for all or most of their jobs, in training-

related employment; and (2) those who were not in training-

related employment. Those youths whose jobs were classified

equal), ! tween training-related and nontraining-related were

place(: a tie category. The equation specified in chapter 2

for this objective was run for two groups: (1) those youths who

had graduated by the first interview in 1979 and for whom job

satirfaction scores were available in both 1979 and 1981, and (2)

tuose youths who net these criteria but had also completed less

than a year of postseeondary education.

The results of these analyses are detailed in Appendix E,

taide E-14. In general, secondary vocational education was neu-

tral with respect to job mobility. For the larger sample, only

*Althou.jh extreme mobility is probably detrimenW, some mObility

is usually associated with cazeer development. No value judgment

;s aperopriate for these findinijs.
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Concentrator/Explorers who were not in traininj-related employ-
ment were associated with reduced job mobility. No other
secondary vocational education pattern showed a significant
association, either increasing or decreasing, as job mobility
increased or decieased. Fot those, in the more restricted sample,
the same findings with regard to vocational education still
occurred, except that for tnat group, there was no significant

association for the Concentrator/Explorers.

The factors that increase mobility in both samples were
higher socioeconomic status, higher job aspirations at age
thirty-fiye (recall that the job content scale is inverse),
higher satisfaction with human interactions, and working in a

service occupation (the strongest association). The factors
associdted with decreased mobility in both samples were satis-

faction with job rewards and experience. However, the positive
coefficient for expetiencu, scluared, indicates that as experience
accumulates, this association changes direction and begins to be
associated with higher mobility. There were three additional
significant associations in the larger sample: (1) being black,

either male or female, decreasedmobility; as did (2) satisfac-

tion with on-the-job personal development.

All of these associations were small. The largest, being in

a service occupation, represents only 0.6 percent change on the

ratio of jobs held to weeks in the labor force. This

represnts--other things being equal, and on the average--about

one job change for service workers every three years. It is only

when multiple effects accumulate that career problems may appear.

Educational Ixpectations and Occupational Aspirations

This section of the research evaluated three hypotheses
relating to changes in aspirations. The first was that initial
aspirations for young people were likely to be higher than later

ones. If aspirations began to ponform to reality over time,

there should be a predominance of negative change scores, which
in turn would be retlected in a negative mean score (given the

scale of,change, with zero for no change, a positive value for
positive change, and a negative value for negative change). This

hypothesis was not supported by the data for educational

expectations.

The n chanje score fOr educational expectations as
defined was 0.426, with a standard error of 0.073. The opposi u

sity ion holds for the occupational aspiration change. The mean

cha rj! for these aspirations was -0.146, with a standard error of

0.051. Interpretation of the:;e dpposite trends is not readily

obvious. It may simply reflect schooling as an alternative in a

slack lalxq market. Furtnei investigation is Lmperative.
;
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Tn. urc,,nd nyp,,thesis; t,lat vocaLional oducaLion depresses ,

aspirations, was t esLe l d Leqression equation that modeled a
number of personal- and school-related variables that may expiain
changes in aspirations (see Appendix L, table E-15). The amount
01 variance tor which these variables accounted was extremely
small.

Lowever, the effects of vocational education on educational
aspicttions, defined in the expectation form, are neutral and raay
ue positive in these data. The results show that the factors of
being black and scoring higher on the ASVAB* (an academic and
vocational aptitude ueasure) are associated with increased expec-
tatIons, while the factors of being in an academic curriculum/in
the ninth or tenth'grade and havins friends with higher aspiea-
ttons are associated with lower expectations. Perhaps insuffi-
cient time has elapsed to adequately reflect changes that may be
occurring.

Tn the case of occupational aspirations, the negative meah
change score shows that there is an overall decrease in aspira-
tions. The equation (shown in Appendix E, table E-15) does not
explain enough variance, to provide adequate interpretation.
tNhatever callst:s changes in occupational aspirations is not suffi-
ciently represented in these presumably reasonable variables.-
'!uch of tnis question remains unresolved, although there are
significant findings of intereSt.

The third hypothesis Koposes that participation in an aca-
demic curriculum increases aspirations. The negative coefficient
in the equation indicates the exact opposite for educational
expectations. The academic curriculum coefficient in the
occupational aspirations equation does not remotely approach
significance.

Viewed together', these two analyseS do not support the
notion (see Grubb and Lazerson 1975) that vocational education
sulTresses the aspirations of young people. The opposite appears
somewhat more likely. Although not conclusive, the strongest
evidence favors a re3ection of the position advanced by Grubb and
Lazerson.

It should be noted that analysis of longitudinal change i$
extremely difficult. The models that were developed, although
including the intuitively logical variables that might influence
changes in aspiration, obviously do not include those operating
in the real world. Alternative specific.Ations did not produce
lo.eaningful improvements in the explanations. What can be said

*The 1%rued Services Vocational tTtitude Lattery.
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with assurance is, that to the degree that changes in aspirations
and the explanatory variables were adequately measured in NLS
Youth, vocational education does not appear to have a depressing
effect on educational expectations or occupational aspirations.

1r
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CHAPTLR

CONCLUSIONS AND RLcOMMENDATIONS

The Study Context

This investigation of the effects of high school vocational
elucation on job satisfaction stemmed from a paradbx that arose
in previous research findings concerning job Satisfaction and

earnirvjs. Previdus research reported that vocational graduates
experience higher levels of job satisfaction, wIlereas they did

not experience a significant earnings advantage 'rer their non-
vocational peers (partiplarly for males). The results of the
present study indicate that job satisfaction is a complex
phenomenon, the components of which are differentially related to

completion of vocational training.

This study produced a number ofpolicy relevant and confir-
matory findings. Its utilization of a large scale longitudinal
data base,.the NLS Youth, adds credibility to the results. Also,

the confirmatory nature of some of these findings, especially the

factors of job satisfaction, strongly sugyest construct validity

for the factors. Never-the-less, to avoid over generalization
and premature closmre on the analysis, certain limitations should

be specifically recognized.

First, the sample included only those youths who had gradu-

ated from nigh school and were fifteen to twenty-three yedrs of

age, thus limiting their possible labor market experience. Sec-

ond, although data on joh satisfaction were available from those

in the sample who were sell-employed, those data were not di-
rectly comparable, thereby further limiting the sample. Also,

because the NLS Youth survey was not specifically designed to

evaluate job satisfaction, certain items of specific interest

were not included.

This led to the third constraint. It was not possible to
test hypotheses generated by theories such as Lawler's (1973)
(e.g., questions (lealing with perceived equity of job outcomes),
which was reviewed in chapter 1. Also, the absence of similar
but alternative measurements of certain interesting variables,
such as reservation wage, did not permit these variables to be
analyzed in this study as components of job satisfaction. The

single measures available for these variables did not have suffi-
cient communality with other data to permit them to define a fac-

tor. Within these limitations, however, a number of significant

findings still emerged.
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General Conclusions

'The principal general concluSion is that the multiple,
relatively independent factor structure of job satisfaction was
clearly supported. This S4ructure parallels rather closely the
four-factor structure identified by Weitzel, et al. (19'73). The
factors that emerged.in this study were: (1) satisfaction with
personal on-the-job development, that is, the'use and development
of skills and a general overall statement of satisfaction; (2)
satisfaction with working conditions; (3) satisfaction with job,
rewards, including security, pay, and chance for advancement; and
(4) satisfaction with human interactioas, including both
superyisors and coworkers.

As will be seen in the sUbsequent discussion of the corre-
lates of these four forms of job satisfaction, secondary voca-
tional education does not have a uniformly clear association with
all forms of job satisfaction. This may be due to a change in
the population from the earlier studies, a Change in impact of
vocational education, or the more detailed analysis of differing
forms of job satisfaction. It is plausible that all three of
these reasons are operating. The multiple forms of satisfaction
seem to be the most likely candidates, because consistencies are
observable between the 1979 and 1980 data, and differences are
observed between the kinds of satisfaction.

Objective 1: The Correlates of Job Satisfaction

For the first factor, personal on-the-job development, the
major explainers,of associated variance were variables in the
specific work place (e.g., small firm, large firm) and the gen-
eral occupational category (e.g., farming, clerical) . The-larg-
est associations were found for occupations, all of Which, if
signifiCant at _All, increased job satisfaction. The Conditions
in the work place were mixed. Smaller firms tended to be asso-
ciated with more satisfaction. Unions and non-day or irregular
shifts were associated with decreased satisfaction. As hours
worked increased and hourly rate of pay also increased, satis-
faction tended to increase. The match between current job and
aspirations is also strongly and consistently associated with job
satisfactiOn.

The effects of vocational educntion on this form of job
satisf ion are probably indirect. Young workers trained in
second ry vocational education programs tended to be found mora
frequnl.ly in smaller firms. Greater portion's of them tended to
be in the jobs to which they aspired than those who had less or
no vocational training. Finally, the occupations for which sec-
ondary vocational education trains young people (e.g., farming,
clerical, distributive, or sales) are among those with strong
positive associations 'with this form of job satisfaction.
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The second form, satisfaCtion with working_conditions,

shOwed direct relationships with secondary vocational education.

The preponderance of evidence supports the conclusion that youths

with secondary.vocational concentration tend to be found in jobs

with healthier,. safer, and more pleasant working conditio9,s (as

seen by the young workers themselves). Other correlates include

job characteristics, whereby smallen firms are viewed as More

satisfactory than the very large ones, and unions are found where

conditions are less satisfactory. Longer hours, together with

evening shifts, are associated with lower satisfaction. Sex is

also strongly associated with this form of satisfaction. Women,

regardless of race, report higher levels of satisfaction..

Although satisfaction with working conditions showed the,

strongest positive and direct association with secondary voca-
tional education, it is necessary to point out one instance where

the effect may be'indirectly negative. If a young worker had

been vocationally trained for a craft occupation and is.working

in that field, it could be argued that the worken had been Chan-

neled into an occupation which is associated with less satisfac-

tory working conditions. This association is, however, not as

strong as the association of higher satisfaction with other ocCu-

pations for which workers are also prepared by vocational educa-

tion, such as sales, clerical, and liianagerial. In any event,

liecause craft occu:)ations are essential to society, the emphasis

should be upon improving the occupation rather than steering

people away from it.

Job rewards are the third form of job satisfaction identi-

fied in ari-gStudy. They include pay, security, and chance for

advancement. Vocational education has no observable direct

effects in these data. Job Characteristics and occupations count

the most in these associations. .
The effect of job characteris-

tics differs from the other forms, with the very large firms

tending to.be the most satisfactory places. Fringe benefits are

also associated with higher satisfaction, but unions appear to

have only an indirect effect. The negative association observed

for the presence of unions* for other forms of job satisfaction

is li_ssing here, but the positive aspects of unionization appear

in the positive association of hourly rate of pay with job

rewards. Certain occupations remain strong and positive in their

associations with satisfaction with job rewards. The job rewards

are clearly not monetary, because many tend to be low-paying.

These occupations are in sales, clerical, farming, and private

houphold areas.

*There is no evidence that unions cause dissatisfaction; rather

that they tend to be fouad in work situations where

(tissattsfaction occurs.
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The fourth form of job satisfaction--human interactions--was
not wefl-explained by the data that were identified for the equa-
tion. Only two ccnsistent significant associaticns emerge. They
are: (1) small firm size, as a job characteristic; and (2) the
characteristics of individual self-esteem. While vocational edu-
cation appears to be associated with small firm size, there is no
apparent evidence available in"these analyses that supports an
indirect effect through self-esteem. Therefore, this form of job
satisfaction in tht..e data is simply not well-explained, although
it is clearly present.

The conclusion for this objective, determining the corre-
lates of job satisfaction, can best be summarized by Stating that
the major influences appear to be job characteristics and occupa-
tion. Secondary vocational education is directly associated in a
positive way with working conditions, and may have indirect
effects through occupation, firm size, and the match between
aspiration andthe workers' current jobs. These associations,
both direct and indirect, are all positive (with one exception,
as- noted).

Objec 2: Job Satisfaction and Other Nonmonetary .

Correlates of Hourly Rate of Pay

The prima.y1 interests for this objective are the forms of
job satisfaction. Aft adequate specification of the structural
equation (i.e., a reasOnable approximation of how the associa-
tions operate in the real world) requires consideration of many
other conditions. These have been extensively discussed else-
where for these data (e.g., Grasso and Shea 1979; Campbell et al.

1981; Gardner, Campbell, and Seitz 1982) and are not reviewed
here. It is noted, however, that many of the occupations that

had strong and positive associations with job satisfaction (in-
cluding satisfaction with job rewards) are negatively associated
with hourly rate of pay. For example, farming is associated witn
approximately 13 cents per hour less when compared to earnings of
laborers, but farmers report high levels of job satisfaction with_
job rewards and personal on-the-job devel pment.

Independent of occupations, however, are both job rewards

and personal on-the-job development, Whicll appear to an increas-
ing degree where pay is higher. On the other hand, as jobs
increase in safety, pleasantness, and healthiness (work condi-

tions), pay tends to decrease. Thus, at least the latter form of
job satisfaction appears to offset less satisfaction with mono-

tary.rewards. There is no consistent direct or indirect effect
on hOurly rate of pay for secondary vocational education. In

1980, but not in 1979, somewhat lower rates of pay are associated
with the lower levels of concentration in vocational education.
These lower rates of pay move higher as concentration in-voca-
tional education increases. The difference from the reference
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group, laborers, sappears for concentrators. This suggests

that concentratio ould conceivably partially offset the t.end-

ency of v.ocation graduates to work in Lower paying occupations

(clerical, for e mple).

In summar job satisfaction does have an association with

hourly rate o ay, but its direction depends on the type of

Satisfaction. These associations are generally much smaller than

those of job characteristics, personal characteristics, or

occupations.

Objective 3: Job Satisfaction and Training-related Employnt

The findings for this objective can be summarized quite

briefly and are related dfrectly to the multidimensional nature

of job satisfaction. In the area of satisfaction with personal

on-the-job development, Concentrators and Limited Concentrators

who were in training-related employment reported significantly

higher satisfaction. In the other three areas of satisfaction,

youths who were classified in these two patterns reported higher

satisfaction if they were not in training-related employment.

Thus, there appears to be a trade-off between working in an area

for which one is trained and acceptance of other, less

satisfactory conditions.

Objective 4: Job Stability and Vocational Education

The significant explanatory variables for job mobility--the

inverse of stability--showed very small effects, and with one

exception, vocational education was not amng them. Only

\Concentrator/Explorers in unrelated employment were associate

with lower mobility. Thus, for these data, the only conclusia

to be drawn about the effect of vocational education on job

'stability is that it is neutral.

Educational Expectations and Occupational Aspirations

Three hypotheses were considered. The first postulated that

initial aspirations for young people are likely to be higher than

those they hold after accumulated experience has better definea"

the actualities of some goals. This hypothesiS was not supported

for education variables, but was supported for occupation.

The second hypothesis suggested that vocational education

depresses educational and occupational aspirations. The amount

of variation in aspirations explained in this analysis was

extremely small, but the relevant evidence appeared to point in

the opposite direction.
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The third hypotnesis suggests that being in an academie
curriculum leads to higher aspirations. The opposite effect
appeared to be true for educational aspirations, but no effect
was present for occupational aspirations. Changes in curriculum
which occur after the tenth grade might clarify this finding.
More investigation is needed to determine the effects of
curriculum on aspirations.

Policy Implications

Larlier in this paper we identified the context of the
study, including its strengths and limitations. At this point it
appears appropriate to identify the context in which policy
implicatio.s must be considered. The policy context is far-
reaching ir its consequences. The relationship between voca-
tional educ tion and satisfaction on the job is but one factor
within it, ut policy relating to this factor will tend to push
the society n one direction or another, toward humanization or
dehumanizativ n, toward exploitation or cooperation, toward
improving t e quality of lite or diminishing it. The fundamental
element the policy context is the differential valuing of the_
job or he worker.

Most jobs for which vocational education trains workers are
'currently quite necessary in this society. Many, but not all,
will be changed as production becomes more autOmated, but many of
the jobs will remain in some form, barring a castastrophic reduc-
tion of the human species. Independent of this essentiality of
the job is the value of the workers beyond their performance of
the job. People are neither peons of the state nor pawns of :

industry. The quality of their lives must be considered and
nurtured. 'Nor can they be irresponsible regarding the needs of
society of which they are a part. Therefore, the two questions
posed at the beginning of this paper cannot be answered in a
simple either/or nanner. If policy operates through vocational
education to train docile but efficient workers, then that policy
will diminish the quality of human life. If policy operatPs
through vocational eaucation to steer people away from essential
but more difficult jobs, or to create unrealizable aspirations,
then society will suffer serious inefficiencies and human life
will also be diminished. Policy must theiefore seek a balance
which respects both the diiect and indirect consequences of its
implementations. Although the vocational education delivery sys-
uem cannot provide all of the activities necessary for improve-
ments, it can provide some and also build awareness of others
which must be providea by other institutions in society.

Within this context, the activities which should 1)(2 tncour-
ayed by policymakers centers on the need to (1) improve assess-
-lent of the efiects of vocational education, (2) improve career
counseling, (3) increse opFortunities foi work experience, and
(4) provide appropriate support for Curther research.
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Policy Implications for the Congress
_

Tne current leqislation suggests two criteria (i.e., the
Jejroe of training-related placements and employer satisfaction)
to assess the erfects of vocational education. Recent research
in the p6Licy area has focused on earnings as an important mea-

sure of effects. The present study_suggests that individuals
will trade off the opportunity for satisfaction with a job's
monetary rewards or working conditions to find personal satisfac-

tion on the job. The emphasis on,earnings as a pivotal outcome
and a basis for ju.jing the worth of vocational education effec-
tively ignores the validity of the people's freedom to chOose one

'type of satisfaction over another.

In addition, previous research that reported no earnings
alvantaTe ior male vocational graduates was based on theihourly

ratc -)L' pay. Present research indi.cates an annual earnihgs
advantaqe for male vocational graduat'es that results fropl more
hours worked per rek and more weeks worked per year (Gardner,

campbe ll, and Seitz 0)82). In the present study, working more
hours per week was also associated with higher satisfaction lev-

els. Perhaps this represents another trade-off that yobational
7raduates are willing to wake in order to-WOCk-an-their-chos-en-

CVfield. Congress should, therefore, assure at the evaluative
criteria written into law should be broad e ough to fit the
complexity of vocational education. . i_______
Policy Implications for Teachers and Counselors

The discussion of trade-offs between for'ms of jok) satisfac-

tion emphasizes the importance of improving career counseling in

the high schools. Counselors and teachers should givie young
people a realistic picture of the occupation for whidh they are
being_trained, both in terms of job duties as well as in terms of

t.he future'that is commonly associated with such a jOb, including
eainings progression, promotions', and career change opportuni-

ties. An increase in the availability of work experaence'is one
avenue that can help youn9 people obtain a more realistic view ot
the occupations for which they are training.

oe.

Policy Implications for the U.S. Department of Education.

Finally, supporC is needed to conduct additional research on

lob satisfaction and its particular relationship to vocational

education. The meaning of joL satisfaction requires additional

research to determine its multi-faceted character more precisely.
Interviews are needed to determine how individuals interpret the

rating scales used to assess job satisfaction. Do the rating
scales share a common meaning or is there much diversity in

x-)ndents' interpretations?
0
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Future research on job satisfaction should be more closely
tied to a theoretical framework.* Which framework is more appro-
priate, however, and under which conditions? Determining this
nay shed light on the factors that contribute td--jeb satisfaction
and aspirations. The present analp,eS, particularly of the
interpersonal relationships and aspirations, account for very
little of the variance.- What does account for it? A theoretical
framework may suggest new variables that should be considered and
may allow expansion of this investiyation to determine the
relationship between satisfaction and aspirations.

What are the dynamics that are operating in a vocational
education classroom and in a job setting that influence'an
individual's leyel of satisfaction? Improved research into the
effects of vocational education and job satisfaction can provide
evidence concerning the consequences of satisfaction levels. The
U.S. Department of Education should plan its bUdgets to support
jontinued inquiry into the causes and consequences of job satis-
faction, and the role of vocational education in this regard.

*In a personal communication, Professor Rene Dawis suggestea that

the Porter (1961) and Lawler (1973) development of a work adjust-
ment theory nay be the appropriate approach. The present find-
inqs fit within such a framework.
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tiLS YOOTn ITEMS USED FOR SELF-ESTEEM SCALE

1. I feel that I'm a person of worth,
at least on an equal basis with

others.,

2. I feel that I have a number of
good qualities.

3. All in all, I am inclined to feel'

that I am a failure.

4. I am able to do things as well as

Most other people.

5. I feel f do not have much to be

proud of.

6. I take a 'positive attitude toward

myself.

7. On the whole, I am satisfied with

myself. -

8. I wish. I could have more respect
for myself.

9. I certainly feel useless at times.

10. At times I think I am no good at

all.

Strongly
'Agree Agree Disagree

Strongly

DisagreR

1 2 3 4

1 2 , 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 °z. 3 4

1 2 3 4
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APPENDIX B

NES oUTh ITEMS USED rok JOB SATISeACTIOU SCALES



NLs YOufn ITL1S USLu FOR J06 SATISFACTION SCALES

Very

True

Somewhat

True

Not Too
True

Not At
All True

(1)

-
You are given a chance to do the
things you do best. . . 4 3 2 1

(2) The physical surroundings are
pleasant. . . 4 3 2 1

(3) The skills you are learning would
be valuable in getting a better

Job. . . 4 3 2 1

(4)1 The job is dangerous, . 4 3 2 1

(5) You are exposed to unhealthy
conditions. . . 4 3 2 1

(6) The pay is gooa. . 4 3 2 1

(7) Tne job security is.good. . 4 .93 2 1

(8) Your coworkers are friendly. 4 3 2 1

(9) Your supervisor is competent in

doing the job. . . 4 3 2 1

(10) The chances for promotion are
good. . . 4 3 2 1

GLOBAL SATISFACTION ITO

(11) How do you feel about the job you have now? Do you like it very much,

,.

like it fairly well, dislike it somewhift, 1:)r dislike it very much?

IN

Like it very much 1

Like it fairly well 2

uislike it somewhat 3

Dislike it very much 4
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APPUNIdIX C

FACToL ANALYSIS OF JOB SATISFACTION ITEMS



TArLfr C-1

FA'-r ANA+ Y' V Of J(0, `,ATISf ACT IM ITEM's,--1979 SURVEY

( tirroted
Communal i ty Factor Elgenvalue

Cumulative
Percent

>1,ce to do things you do best. . ).54.327 3.15143 28.6

Physical surroundings are pleasant. . . 0.31607 1.70069 44.1

learred valuable. . 9.29671 3 1.04885 53.6

Job Is dangerous. . . 0.25971 4 1.00573 62.8

Exposed to unhealthy cordition5. 0.31686 5 0.71927 69.3

Pay Is good. . .
0.23000 6 0.66019 75.3

Job security is good. . 1.22497 7 0.60106 80.8

.7okiorkers are friendly. . . 0.14969 8 0.59110 86.2

;(4.)ervisor is competent. . . 0.15790 0.56354 91.3

hance, for promotion good. . . 0.27242 10 0.49738 95.8

,lobal job satisfaction. . . 5.:5091 11 0.46073 100.0

Factor Facic( Factor Factor

i:actor 4atrix Using Principal Factor 1 2 3 4

Chance +1 do things you do best. . . 0.63223 0.14954 -0.36757 -0.00196

.."hySICII surroundings are pleasant. . . 0.55618 -0.29881 -0.08532 0.03202

kills learned valuable. . . 0.55622 0.12930 -0.26063 -0.04280

Joh I. dangerous. . . -0.08116 . 0.60168 0.00140 0.11761

Exposed to unhealthy conditions. . . -0.23602 0.75797 -0.02574 0.15805

oay is good. . . 0.47627 0.20843 0.26776 -0.20649

Job s..curity is good. . . 0.48345 0.13510 0.31834 -0.13673

"okiori,ers ire friendly. . . 0.38154 -0.13609 0.16895 0.43888

Supervisor Is competent. . . 0.39683 -0.08164 0.16829 0.24741

Thances for promotion good. . . 0.54132 0.22035 0.10444 -0.16542

0,10b3; (")t) satisfaction. . v( -0.65805 -0.04234 0.07652 , -0.06450

Varimax Rotated Factor "latrix

Factor Factor
) 2

Factor
3

Factor
4

-h3r(.. to clo tbinqs you do best. . 0.71762 0.01553 0.16957 0.11496

,'hysicii surroundings are pleasant. . . 0.39688 -0.38002 0.15827 0.29275

ills learned valuable. . . 0.58755 -0.00143 0.20668 0.08873

Jnh is dangerous. . . 0.02954 0.61252 0.06937 -0.03965

t,) Liche..31thy cOrditiOrS. -0.03528 0.80189 -0.00900 -0.1)729

11 is rod. . .
0.17315 0.03305 4 0.58858 0.08.430

ur I tv Ic wyj. . . 0.12918 -0.01634 0.56976 0.17445

''worker,,, dr- 'friendly. . .
0.10872 -0.07366 0.06926 0.60267

Sur'orvisor is competent. . . 0.13327 -0.08359 0.18420 0.4115'1

fnr promotion (pod. . . 0.33459 0.04526 0.50795 0.08855

ioai J-).. satisfaction. -0.51037 0.07293 -0.30146 -0.29693
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TABLE C-2

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF J08 SATISFACTION 1TE4S--1980 SURVEY

Estimated
Communality Factor Eigenvalue

Cumulative
Percent

Charce to do things you do best. . . 0.32021 1 3.19850 29.1

Physical surroundings are pleasant. . 0.30405 2 1.59804 43.6

Skills learned valuable. . .
: 0.26657 3 1.05633 53.2

Job Is dangerous. . . 0.24672 4 0.95130 61.9

Exposed to unhealthy condltiors. . . 0.29059 5 0.74598 68.6

Pay is good. . .
. 0.21010 6 0.70001 75.0

Job security is good. . . 0.21718 7 0.61295 80.6
Coworkers are friendly. . .

...-
0.17098 8 0.60217 86.0

Supervisor Is competert. . . 0.20832 9 0.53259 90.9

Chances for promotion good. . 0.25254 10 0.51711 95.6
Global job satisfactior. . . 0.33844 11 0.48498 100.0

Factor '.1atrix Using Principal Factor
Factor

1

Factor
2

Factor
3

Factor
4

Ct'. :e to do things you do best. . . 0.61405 C.12896 -0.22266 0.19673

r...cal surrourdirgs are pleasant. . . 0.57291 -0.23681 -0.02681 0.09447

Skills learned valuable. . . 0.52250 0.19557 -0.22457 0.15585

Job Is dangerous. . . -0.20250 0.57663 0.08058 0.10160

Exposed to urhealthy conditlors. . -0.32664 .0.67295 0.10605 0.13451

°ay Is gooa. . . 0.43470 0.29580 0.02172 -0.37706

Job security is 000d. . . 0.48331 0.14173 0.07396 -0.22797

'.:ow(rkers are friendly. . . 0.40463 -0.09023 0.45408 0.15519

Supervisor Is competert. . . 0.46025 -0.05252 0.33155 0.05671

CharcPs for promotior good. . 0.51331 0.20758 -0.02001 -0.14191

Aohal job satisfaction. . . -0.64183 -0.07467 0.07926 -0.10313

varimax Potated Factor matri;
Factor

1

Factor
2

Factor
3

Factor
4

Charce to do thirqs you do best. . . 0.65304 -0.06417 0.18855 0.12582

Physical surrourdings are pleasart. . 73.40168 -0.36746 0.12747 0.28516

Skills learred valuable. . 0.58512 0.0130' 0.19837 0.06395

Job is dangerous. . . -0.01054 0.62095 0.03326 -0.05946

Exposed to urhealtby conditions. . . -0.07195 0.75796 -0.01841 -0.094'1

Pay Is good. . 0.15944 0.04930 0.62248 0.06142

Job security is good. . . 0.2068 -0.05764 0.47804 0.18934

Coworkers are frierdly. . . 0.10560 -0.07495 0.07968 0.61565

Supervisor is competent. . 0.16410 -0.10577 0.19035 0.50337

Chances for promotion ....ppd. . . 0.33183 -0.00504 0.44381 0.14145

Global iob satIsfactlor. . . -0.54275 0.1156H -0.26522 -0.23693
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;.A,j,Ai MALYS!: 6F JC.) 5ATISFACTI0N=ITEMS--1981 SURVEY

fstimatod
( .Armuunal I ly 4( tor I igonvaluo

Cumulative
Vorconi

Chance to 4o things you do best. 0.35351 1 3.32943 30.3

Physical surroundings are pleasant. , . 0.34177 2 1.55677 44.4

Skills learred valuable. ,).25952 3 1.03260 53.8

Job Is tarlerous.. . . 0.25232 4 0.98440 62.8

Exposed to urhealtny contitlors. 0.29460 5 0.75691 69.6

0.22486 6 0.67710 75.8

Joh security is good. . 9.19959 7 0.59827 81.2

Coworkers are friendly. . . ,0.17565 8 0.58919 85.6

'3upervisor is competert. . . 0.20866 9 0.53210 91.4

Ch)rces for promotion good. . 0.24076 10 0.47844 95.8

C.lotal 1)6 satisfaction. . 0.41516 11 0.46477 100.0

factor 'Iatrix Using Principal Factor

Chance to do things you do besi. . .

Physical surroundings are pleasant. .

Skills learned valuable. . .

fxposed to unhealthy conditions. . .

Job is dangerous. . .

f'ay Is good. . . .

Job security Is good. . .

Cowor'kers are friendly. . .

Supervisor is competent. . .

Global job satisfaction. . .

Chances for promotion good. .

Factor
1

Factor
2

Factor
3

Factor
4

0.63661

0.60524
0.51449
-0.21595
-0.33403
0.4868 0

0.43162
0.43198
0.47088
0.48116
-0.70842

0.12433
-0.23191
0.11199
0.58594
0.68457
0.17182
0.20242

-0.00976
0.00326
0.24801
-0.09977

-0.35960
-0.04169
-0.23904
-0.01094
-0.06900
0.10442
0.28254
0.20840
0.19593
0.23291
0.162§0

0.02086
0.09497
-0.10843
0.08642
0.14278
-0.10771
-0.23485
0.40159,
0.22382
-0.20532
-0.03547

Vo-Imax Rotated Factor atrix.

Factor
1

Factor
2

Factor
3

Factor
4

T=Thance to do things you do best. . . 0.70644 -0.04283 0.14840 0.16604

Physical surroundings are pleasant. . 0.39456 -0.36797 0.14773 0.4344
SkIIIS learned valuable. . 0.53915 -0.05770 0.22199 J0.05338

Job is dangerous. . . -0.04264 0.62559 0.04294 -0.05021

Exposed to unhealthy condltiors. -0.06512 0.76937 -0.04587 ' -0.4122
IS good. . . 0.28204 -0.01991 0.42379 0.17190

Jon security Is good. . . 0.12480 -0.01880 0.57761 0.11254

Coworkers are friendly. . . 0.12531 -0.05744 0.11218 0.59985

Supervisor is competent. . . 0.16769 0.22677 0.47010

Chances for promotion good. . 0.20079
.-0.09840
0.01998 0.57445 0.13844

GlObal job satisfaction. . . -0.60776 0.09807 -0.27968 -0.29703
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EXPLANATORY VARIAbLES IN REGRESSIONS

Elements of C:

FIRM lb EMPLOYEES

FIRM 150 EMPLOYEES

FIRM 1,200 EMPLOYEES

MON

EVENING SH IFT

NIGHT SHIFT

SPLIT SH IFT

OTHER SHIFT
FULLT IME

HEAL TH INSURANCE

L IFE INSURANCE

PAID VACATION

Elements of "E:

CONCENTRATOR .

L IM CONCENTRATOR

CONCENTRATOR/EXP

EXPLORER
I NCI tiENTAL/PERSONAL

MO PATT E Rif

ACADEMIC NO VOC

TR CONCENTRATOR,
L IM CONCENTRATOR,

TR CONCENTRATOR/EXP,
TR I NCI DENTAL/PERSONAL

N TR

NTR

NTR
NTR

CONCENTRATOR,
L IM CONCENTRATOR,

CONCENTRATOR/EXP,
INCIDENTAL/PERSONAL

TR INCONSISTENT

i f respondent worki ng in a fi rm of 16 or less
empl oye es

i f respondent worki ng in a fi rm of 17 to 150

empl oyees

i f respondents worki ng in a fi rm of 151 to

1;200 empl oyees

i f wage on respondent' s job i s established
through collective bargaining
i f respondent worki ng eveni ng shift
i f respondent worki ng night shi ft

f respondent worki ng spli\t shift
i f respondent working some other shi ft

i f respondent worki ng 35 'or more hours per week
i f respondent' s empl oyer of fered heal th

insurance .

i f respondent' s empl oyer.offered life insurance

i f respondent' s empl oyer o.f fered paid vacation

= 1 if respondent was clas sified as a Concentrator

= 1 i f respondent was classified as a Limi ted

Concentrator
= 1 i f respondent was- classified as a

Concentrator/Expl orer
i f respondent was classified as an Explorer

if respondent was classified as
Incidental /Pe.rsonal

= 1 i f r.espondent's secondary vocational experience
was unclas'Sifiable

= 1 i f respondent reported' hi s or iher secondary'

curricul um to be college preparatory and she
or he 'had not taken any vocational classes

= 1 i f respondent Was empl oyed in a tr.afning=

related job and was classified as a
Concentrator, Limi ted Concentrator,
Concentrator/Expl orer, or an Incidental,/

Personal participant in secondary vocational
education

= .1 i f_ respondent was not.empl oyed fri a training-

related job a nd was classi fi ed as a Concentra-

tor, Limi ted Conn trator, Concentrator/
Explorer,, or an Inc dental /Personal partici pant

in secondary vocati nal education
= 1 if respondent's em pyinent in training-related

jobs %/as nut consi tent across survey years

= 1

=



EXPLANATORY VARIABLES

(Conti nued)

Elements of P:

SES = a continuous, composite variable indicating
socioeconomic status at age fourteen

Elements of M:

ASPIRED OCC MATCH

SELF-ESTEEM

Elements of F:

PROFESSIONAL,
MANAGERIAL, SALES,

CLERICAL, CRAFTS,
OPERATIVE, FARM,

SERVICE, PRIVATE

HOUSEHOLD

1 i f respondent's current occupational area
(e.g., professional , managerial) matched the

occupational area to which she or he aspires

at age thirty-five
= a continuous scale indicating respondent' s

sel f-esteem at the 1980 interview

= 1 i f respondent's current job was classified in

the appropriate occupational category

ElementS of TRE:

TRAIN-RELATED = 1 if respondent's current job was related to

his or her secondary Vocational participatian

Elements of EL:

HGC 13, HGC 14,
HGC 15, HGC 16,

HGC 17

Elements of W:

= 1 i f respondent's highest grade of school

completed was 1, 2, 3, 4, or more than 4 years

beyond high school graduation

NORTHEAST = 1 i f respondent currently resioes in the

Northeast

SOUTH r. 1 i f respondent currently resides in the South

WEST = 1 if respondent currently resides in the West

WORK EXPER = months of potential work experience 'Since high

school graduation

NOTE: Unless otherwise indicated, all variables pertain to the specific

survey year. Variables for missing data are prefixed with the symbol MD

(e.g., MD OCCUPATION).
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TABLE E-1

CORRELATLS OF JOB SATISFACTION WITH PER'SONAL ON-THE-JOB DEVELOPMENT

(Ful Equation JS1)

Vari able

Regression Coefficients

1979 1980

Intercept
5.7889** 6.0257",

.Smal l fi nn
1.0549** / 0.7087**

Medi WI f i nn
0.7531** / 0.2646

La rge fi rm
0.5168*, 0.1075

Mi ssing da ta on firm 0.8974** 0.6488**

Union
-0.3027* -0.0644

Mi ssing da ta on un ion 0.1339 0.0274

Eveni ng shi ft
-0.3929** -0.4687**

Might shi ft
-0.3299 -0.0749

Spl i t shi ft
-0.3077 -0.6204**

Vari able shi ft
-0 .1774 -0.0442

Mi ssi ng data on shi ft
-0.5805 -0.1433

Hours per week
0.4229** 0.2495*

Mi ssi ng data on hours per week 0.5263*

Heal th insurance
0.1520 0.0960

Li fe i nsurance
0.1934 0.1767

Paid vacation
0.3121** 0.1896

Mi ssi ng data on health i nsurance -0.9996* 0.3852

ii ssi ng data on 1 i fe i nsurance 0.7539 0.3649

Mi ssi ng data on pa id vacation
0.6428 0.1001

Concentrator
-0.0106 0.2235

Limi ted Concentrator
0.0335 0.2097

Co ncentrator/Expl orer
-0.1498 0.0921

Explorer
-0.0822 0.5205

Incidental/Personal
Mi ssi ng data on patterns

-0.4945
-0.2381

0.3025
0.2611

Academic no voca tional
-O. 848 0.2812

Hi span ic male
O. 707 0.0833

B1 ack mal e
-0.0566 -0.3683**

Hi span ic femal e
012975 0.2677

LI ack fonal e
040885 -.0.0174

Whi te femal e
GIL 1600 0.2452*

SES
0.0012 -0:0048*

Sel f-esteen
0.0157 0.0442**

Occupati on aspi ration match 0.7326** 0.528i**

Mi ssi ng data on match
0.0977 -0.058C

Highest grade compl eted 13 0.0051 0.1051

Highest grade completed 14 -0.0264 0.0363
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TABLE E-1

(Continued)

Variable

Regression Coefficients
1979 1-900

Highest grade completed 15 -0.3147 -0.1307

Highest grade completed 16 0.5695 -0.3899*

Highest grade completed 17 '0.2372 -0.5506

Age 0.0198 -0.0276

Professional 2.0224** 1.6188**

Managerial 1.0114** 1.4134**

Sales 0.9271** 0.9323**

Clerical 0.7533** 0.7870**

Crafts 1.0386** 1.0777**

Operative 0.1372 ¶ 011371

Farm 1.5629** 0.5386

'Service 0,3543 0.6103**

Private household 0.1047 1.1420

Missing data on occupation 2.0858 0.3440

Hourly rate of pay . 0.0007* 0.0009**

Training-related placement , 0.1513 0.2451*

df 2250 2621

R2 .1826 .1569

*Chance probability < .05
**Chance probability-.< .01



TABLE E-2

CORRELATES OF JOB SATISFACTION WITH WORKING CONDITIONS

( Ful 1 Equation JS2)

i V*

Variabl e

Regression Coefficients
1979 1-980

,

Intercept

Smal 1 fi rm

iledi um fi rm

Large fi rm

Mi ssi ng data on firm
,,

Union

8.7961**

0.6221**

. 0.8311**
0.7263**
0.4564*
-0.7465**

6.6643**

0.6832**

0.5184**
0.5474**
0.3951*

-0.3718**

Mi ssing data on union -0.0867 - 0.1348

Eveni ng shi ft -0.3312* .4.2930*

Night Shift -0.2197 -0.2098

Spli t shi ft -0.0967. 0.1889

Variable shi ft -0.1399 -0.1036

Hi ssi ng data on shi ft -0.8800 , 0.0611

Hours per week -0 . 3225** -0.4030**

Mi ssi ng data on hours per week -0.4706*

Heal th i nsurance 0.0328 -0.2411*

Li fe insurance -0.0661 -0.0484

Paid vacation -0.0358 . 0.0691

Mi ssi ng data on health i nsurance -0.2199 -0.5354

Mi ssing data on 1 i fe insurance 0.2838 -0.1320

Hi ssi ng data on paid vacation -0.1155 0.4612

Concentrator 0.6251** 0.3514

Limi ted Concentrator 0.5497** 0.0821

Concentrator/Expl orer 0.1227 .0.1007

Explorer 0.5439 0.0606

Incidental/Personal 0.2152 0.1601

Mi ssi ng data on patterns 0.2892 0.1544

Academic no vocational 0.1278 -0.4011

Hispanic mal e 0.2753 0.0369

Black mal e 0.0370 -0.0494

Hispanic female 0.6167** .0.5650**

B1 ack femal e 0.4918** 0.3997**

Whi te female 0.4410** 0.2961**

SES 0.0035 0.0034

Sel f-esteem 0.0369** 0.0563**

Occupation aspiration match 0.1289 0.1918*

cli ssi ng data on match 0.1364 0.0782

Highest grade ccmpl eted 13

Highest grade completed 1",

0.0955
0.0101

0.1500
0.1836

4...,

Highe'st grade compl eted 15 0.4124* -0.4638*

Highest grade completed 16 0.4426 0.4303

1
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TABLE E-2

(Continued)

Variable

Regression Coefftcients
1979 1980

riighest grade completed 17 0.7819 1.4501

Age -0.0833 0.0319

Professional 0.5691* 0.5257*

Managerial 1.5982** 1.2524**

Sales 1.4906** ,1.3590**

Clerical 1.3450** 1.2676**

Crafts -0.5350** -0.6554**

Operative -0.5162** -0.3563*

Farm 0.4531 0.1882

Service 0.3506* 0.4414**

Private household 2.0794** 1.6087*

Missing data on octupation 0.0966 -0.3698

Nth/Hy rate of pay -0.0004 -0.0009**

Training-related placemeat- -0.1808 0.0083

df 2250 2621

R2 .2946 .2678

*Chance probability < .05

**Chance probability-< .01
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TABLE E-3,

CORRELATES OF JOB SATISFACTION WITH JOB REWARDS

(Ful 1 Equation JS3)

Regressi,on Coefficients
1980Variable 1979

Interceliot 7.72721**

Small firm -0.0682
Medi um fi rm -0 .15'97

Large f trip -0.4946*
lu ssi ng data en fi rm -0 .5413*

Union 0.1936
Mi ssi ng data pn union 0.11,03

Eveni ng shift -0.1911
Night shi ft -0 .1658

Split shi ft 0.1223

Variable shift -Q.2066

Missi ng data on shi ft -0.7318
Hours per. week 0.2531* .

Mi sti ng data on hours per week 0.2215

Heal th insurance O. 3402**

Li fe .insurance b.3465**
Paid vacation 0.5598**
Mi ssi ng data on health ins.urance -0.4491
Mi ssing data on 1 i fe i nsurance
Mi ssi ng data on pa id vacation

0 4.2510
0.7330

*Concentratdr 0.22 0
,Limi ted Concentrator 0.2798

Concentrator/Expl orer -0.0968

Explorer -0.3733
Incidental /Personal -0.0837
Missi ng data on patterns -0.1204
Academic no vocational -0 .4515

s pan i c mal e -0.1111

Black male -0 .3354*

Hispanic female 0.0250

Black female -0.2751
Whi te female -0:2123
SES 0.0033

Sel f-esteem 0.0303**
Occupation aspi ration match 0.3457**
Mi ssi ng data on match -0.1514
Highest grade ccepl eted 13 0.0716
Highest grade completed 14 -0.0799
Highest grade compl eted 15 -0.0310
Highest grade completed 16 .7'0.1537'

91
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7.3140**
-0.2464
-0.3558*
-0.0594
-0.2169
0.0909

-00..03976941

-0. 80.0157156

00..80062089

0.2172

- 0.4260**
0.4021**
0.3918**

-0.2076
00..41572326

0.3566
0.3195
0.4066
0.2099

0.°.12391A9U
-0 .094'?
-0.123E
-0.188'U
-o.o79e
-4.5993**
-0.2277
-0.00t2
0.0345**
0.0813

-0.1810

(0)28)9-
-0.1857.

1
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TABLE E-3

*0 (C)ontirfued)

,00k.Variabie

Regression Coefficients
1979 1980

Highest grade completed 17

Age
Professional
Managerial

Sales
Clerical

`,

0.0013

-0.1035**
0.5816!

10.8221**
10.6459**
0.4330*

-1.1598
-0.0824**
0.4634*

,1.0301**
'0.2794
0.5760**

Crafts 0.3025 0.1449

Operative 0.1068 0.1582

Fatm .1.2401** 0.8139*

Service 0.19561 0.2524

Pnivate household -0.1653 1.647*
Missing data on occupation 2.0478 0.5850

Hourly rate.of pay
Training-related placement

0.0029**
, =0 .0314

0.0018**

df 2250 2621

.R2 .1961' .1515

*Chance probabflity < .05 -

**Chance probability< .01

9 2
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TABLE E-4

"CORRELATES 08 SATISFACTION WITH INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

(Full Equation JS4)

Regression Coefficients

Variable 1979 ,. 1980

Intercept 7:1046** 6.8428**

Smatl fi rm 0.3362** 0.2901**-

MOJtum firm 0.2277* 0.1577'

CI r ge 'f i rm 0.0823 . 0.1416
AP

t'l ssing data on Him 0,3106** 0.,2862**

qhion . =0.1740*. -0.0082

Mi ssing data on union -0.0395 0.0782

Eveni ng shi ft -0.0378 -0.0748

/Night shift -0.0977 , -0.0246

/Split shih -0.0400 -0.1370

/ Variable shift 0:,0309 0.0099
.

/ Missing data'on shift -1.2058** -0.7972

, Hours 'per week -0.0563 -0.0617

Missing data on hours per week 0.1218
4

Ileq) th i nsurance 0:0475 -0.0121

Li fe insurance - -0.0139 . -00048

Paid vacation 0.0065 0.0332-

Missing data on health insu'rance -Q.2269 0.0542

-.Mi ssing data on 1 i fe insurance 0.3513 0.1250 ,

Missing data on paid vacation 0.2105 , -0:1521

Concentrator _ 0.1096 0.0073

Limited Concentrator 0.0331 -0.0218

Concentrator/Expl orer 0.0486 e. -0.1070

Explorer -0.1009 0.1462

Incidental/Personal 0.0366 Ap. -0.0353.

Missi ng data on patterns -0.0754 -0.0904-

-, Academic no vocational -0.2341 -0.1462

Hi span ic mal e. ' 0.0264 -0.0198 .

'Black male -0.0963 -0.3149k'

Hi span ic femal e 0.0744 0.0950

B1 ack femal e -0.0623 -0.2659"

White female 0.0404 . :-0.0363

SES .0.0008 0.0012'

Sel f-esteem 0.0164** 0.0246**'

Occupatioo aspiration match 0.0213 0.0925

Missi ng data on match -0.0153 -0.0148

Highest grade completed 13, -0.0544 0,0264

Highest grade completed 14 0.01'89 0.015,6

Highest grade completed 15 , -0.0458 -0.1393

6 ghest grade completed 16 -0.0948 -0.001C

9 3
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TAK.E E-4(
(Continued)

Regression Coefficients

Variable 1979 1980

Highèst grade.coMpleted.17 0.4407 '0.2309

Age
Professional

, -0.0379
0.2282

-0.0176

0.0844

51 Managerial ., 0.0724 0.0863"

Sales , -
0.1449

Clerical

.0.1356

0.1303 . 0.0063

Cr4fts 0.1556 -0.0230

Operative* '0.0991 .-0,0652

Farm , 0.2140 -0.2075

Senice -0.0661 'As -0.0145

Private household , -0.8027* -0.5612

Missing data on. occupation 0.2288 4.5735*

HoUrly rate .of pay - -0.0000 1-0.0003**

Trainfng-related placement
.

-0.0287 - 0.0540

k

%

.df 2250 2621

R2
.0507 .0538

%

!?

*Chance probability < .05

**Chance probability .01
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TABLE E.-5
e

CORRELATES. OF HOURL Y RATE OF PAY

( Ful 1 Equation JS5)

VariAbl e

Regression Coeffjcients

1979 1980

Intercept, 303.1421** 406.9017**

Small fi rm -101.1468** -81.1103**

Medi um f i rm -41 .0006** -62.8230**

Large fi rm -82.8576** -46.4551**

Mi ssing.,data on

Union -

-81 .8433**

83.5761**

7863**

67.5375**

Mi ssing data on un ion -20.7326 -40.0517**

Eyeni ng shi ft 13.6256 -0.3753

Night shift 40.7554** 22.5448

Spl it shi ft .
10.2210 45.0823*

Vat-table shift 8.0182 0.2673*

Missin data on shi ft -79.2014 15.5870

Hours per week 3.5725 -8.9977 ...

Mi ssi ng data on hours per week 6.0793

Health i nsurance 0.1568 22.2325*

Li fe insurance .
29.2912** 39.4340**

Pa id vacation 5.1618 -9.6914

Mi sSi ng data on health insurance -25.5124 _ 29.0471

Mi ssi ng data on 1 i fe insurance 2.5543 -25.9095

Mi ssi ng daia on pa id vacation 41.5735 -14.2601

Concentrator 3.7130 -24.8917

Limi ted Concentrator 0.2196 -32.3758*

Co ncentrator/Expl orer 9.9615 -37.3103*

Explorer 3.7836 -23.3156

Incidental /Personal 18:6707 -38.0772*

Mi ssi ng data on patterns 7.1293 -42.5360**

Academic, no vocational -14.8042 -18,9954

Hi s pan ic mal e -21.5308 - -14.9340

Black mal e -22.3553 -38.5202"

Hi span ic femal e -45.5943** -73.9312**

Bl ack femal e -42.7154** -80.4592**

Wh i te fenale -48.9459** -85.1793**

SES 0.3290.. 0.5640**

Highest grade c ompleted 13 -8.5347 -7.473c3

Highest grade compl eted 14 -14.4510 5:7940

Highest grade completed 15 -35.9625* -4.4894

Highest grade compl eted 16 -8.7472 . 26.9639

Highest grade completed 17 65.3900 18.3722

Age 5.6034 6.9147

Northeast 6.8072 -10.8354

95
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r TABLE E-5

(Con'ti nued)

V ari able

Regressi on Coeffic.ients

079. 1980

Sotiih ' -21.2897** -34.4464**

'West .
29.517 3** 34.1345**

Mi ssi ng data on region 2 4.7 902 -7.4003

Wock experience 1.18.54** 1.1369**

Personal job sati sfacction -1.8883 , '4.2916*

Sati sfaction wi th work condi ti ons -4.7355** -7.9550**

Satisfaction r:oi th job rewards 1 6.9765** 15.6293**

Sati sfcti on wi th i nterpersonal

rel itionshi ps -4.7638 -1 4.6879**

Professional .5.2035 -1.0107

Man ageri al -:.54.4705* -26.9672

Sal es
.

<,
-44.9426** -2 5.7401

Cleric al -3 6.7 920** --27 .4682

Crafts 32.1807* 37.0575*

Operative -2 3.2122 -4.7121

Farm ,-1 33.2339** -978882**

Service -4 3.4837** -31.6896*

Private househo 1 d -1 38.2829** -2 05.6064**

" Mi ssi ng data on occupation
,

2 5.4772 2 6.4367.

dt 1963 231 6

RL-
.3410 .3369

*Chance probabil ty < .05

**Chance prob litY-< .01
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TABLE E-6

CORRELATES OF PERSONAL SATISFACTION FOR PERSONS
ELIGIBLE FOR TRAINING-RELATED PLACEMENT

(Ful 1 Equation)

Variabl e
Regression Coefficients

1979 1980

I
Intercept 5.8012** ,i4( 6.9957**

Smal l fi rm 0.3089 1.0335**
Medi um fi rm 0.2113

Large fi rm
.0.1302
-0.2253 0.4141

Miss' ng data on fi'm 0.2692. . 0.7,385**

Union -----0;3-12-3- 0.1199

Mi ssi ng data on union 0.1024 -0.0938
Evening shift -0. 0303 -0.4198*
Night shift -0.2717 0.1080

Spl i t shi ft 0.3338 - -0.8495*
Variable siii ft -0.1436 -0.1263
Mi ssing data on shi ft -0.8848 -0.3406
Hours per vieek 0.2095 0.2674

Mi ssing data on hours per. week -0.0596
Health i nsurance 0.0670 -0..0213

Li fe insurance 0.2388 0.2450

Paid vacation 0.3887* 0.0189

t,ii ssing data on heal ih i nsurance -1.0540 -0.0327

Missi ng kta on 1 i fe insurance 1.7233* 0.75,35

Hi ssi ng data on paid vacation
,

Hi s pan ic mal e

-0.0708
0.2923

0.2307
-0.0910

Bl ack male .
-0.3660 -0.5623*

Hi s pan iC female -0.1306 0.1841

Black femal e -0.4938 -0.2079

Whi te femal e -0.1240 0.0572

SES . -0.0065 -0.0013

Sel f-esteem 0.0379* 0.0384w*

Occupation aspi ration 'match 0.5692** 0.6571 k*

Misstng data on match 0.2344 0.0246

Highest grade compl eted 13 -0.0722 . 0.1995

Highest grade completed 14- , -0.0427 0.1632

Highest grade coolpl eted 15 -0;2302 -0.3225

Highest grade completed 16 -0.0349 -0,3801

Age . 0.0260 -0.0335

Hourly rate of pay 0.0010 0.0008k

Professional 2. 0514**1 1.4505**

Man ageri al 1.0328** 1.2794**

Sales .
Clerical

O. 9725**
0.7370**

0.6274
0.7378 k*

9 7
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TABLE E-6

.(Continued)

Variable

Regression Coefficients

1979 1980

Crafts '

0

Operative

0.7380*

-0.2038

0.5717*

-0.2162

Farm 1.332 -0.1474

Service 0.0179, 0.2591

Private household -0.2620 1.4844

Training-related Conc.entrator 0.3479 '''ik -0.0588

Training-related Limited.Cohcentrator 0.3054 0.1362

Training-related Concentrator/Explorer 0.1297 -0.0036

Training-related Incidental/Personal -0.2450 0.2337

df '960 1109

R2 .1861 .1920

*Chance proliability <

**Chance ptrobabilitr< .01

93
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TABLE E-7

CORRELATES OF SATISFACTION WITH JOB CONDITIONS FOR

PERSONS ELIGIBLE FOR TRAINING-RELATED PLACEMENT

( Ful 1 Equation)

Variabl e

Regression Coefficients

1F/9 1980

Intercept
Smal 1 firm

:
Medi um fi rm

Large firm
Mi ssi rrg data on fi rm

Union \

9.0223**
-0.0255
0.0667
0.0753

-0.1113

-0.<3005**

8.3109**
t, 0.5200*

0.3469
0.4734
0.2268

-0.3666**

Missi ng data ort union -0.0274 0.2.735

Evening shi ft -04,1854 -0 .3944*

Night shi ft -0.0946 -0.4439

Spl i t .shi ft Q.1011 0.185-6

Variable shi ft , -0.2310 -0.2037

Mi ssing data on shift -1.7739 0.4196

.. flours per week -0.4173* -0.6504***

Mi ssing data' on hours week -0.4839,per

Health insurance ,
0.0129 -0.4657**

Li fe insurance
z 0.C144 0.0266

Paid vacation -0.1170. 0.1979

Mi ssl ng data on heal tIT i nsurance -0.7189 -0.2508

Missi ng data on li fe insurance 0.8396 0.3291

Mi ssing data on paid vacation 0.1735 -1 .5839

Hispanic Mal e - -0.0914 -0.0003

B1 ack mal e
0.3452 . -0.1434

Hi spanic femal e
0.5080 0.7107**

Bl ack femal e
0.5672* 0.3740

White female 0.3302 0.1680

SES -0.0001 0.0061

Sel f-esteem 0.0320* 0.0434**

Occupiti on aspi ration match 0.0504 0.2637

Missi ng data on match 0.3900 - 0.1152

Highest grade compl eted 13 0.1969 0.1632

Highest grade completed 14 -0.1723 0.2506

Highest grade ccmpl eted 15 0.4887 -0.2259

'Highest grade completed 16 0.5550 0.6578

Age -0.0404 0.0096

Haurly rate of pay 0.0002 -0.0008

Professional'
0.7346 0.6376

Man ageri al
1.7869** 0.9258**

'.Sa1 es .
1.3613** 0.8761**

Cl eric al
1.2639** 1.183P*

9 9
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TABLE E-7

(Continued)

Variable

Regression Coefficients
.1979 , 1980

Crafts
Operative

-0.7635**
-0.8422**

-0.8943**
-0.7306**

Farm .
0.1036 0.2881

'Servfee . 0.1647 -0.0843

Private. MNusehold 1.2675 0.6701

Training-related Concentrator 0.0662 -0.1516

Training-related Limited Concentrator 0.0286 - -0.1117

Training-related Concentrator/Explorer 7;0.1496 -0.0117

Training-related Incidental/Personal -0,2510 -0.0024

df 960 . 1109

R2- .2975 .3103

*Chance pr'obability < .05

**Chance probabilitr< .01
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TABle.k

CORRELATES OF SATISFACTION WITH JOB REWARDS FOR PERSONS

ELIGIBLE FOR.TRAINING-RELATED PLACEMENT

(Full Equation)

-)

V.artable .
)t.

'

Regressibn Coefficients

1979 . 1980

/'
Intereept

, Small *firm

Medium firm k

Large firm .

Missing data on finn

Union ,

Missing deta on union
Evening OM
Night shi-ft

Wit/Shift
Variable shift'
Missing data on shift _i..

, ,.

Hours per weet t '
*. Missing data o hours Kr week

1-1e-alth insurance

1 Life ifisurance

Paid vacation"'
Missin .data oh. health insurance

ai
Missin data on.life insurance

ssi data on Paid vacation

ispanic male
lick male

Pispa,bic female

h a: fenale

,White'female

'SES
Sejf-esteem
Occupation aspiration match
Missing data on match
Highest grade completed 13
Highest grade completed 14
Highest grade cdnpleted 15
Highest grade complted 16

Age
.

Hourly rate of pay

Professional
Managerial

Sales
Clerical

101

'ar

1

6.8610** 7.2834**

;0.3420 .e0.0738

4.3745 -0.3950

-0.7149* 0.0579

-0.6664 -0.2291

0.1388 0.0242

0.1216 0.3548-

0.2753 -0.1050

0.0236 -0.1605

0.1484 P 0361

- 0.2401 0.0

-0.3854 0.6663

0.4707** 0..0656

0.3691

0.2763 0.3516*

0..3368 0.4964**

0.4084* 0.3027

- 1.5771 -0.6661.

0.7146 0.5850

0.9E90 0.7873

- 0.1736 -0.5702*

-0.3806 -0.4559 '

- 0.2502 -0.2785

-0.4258 -0.8035**

- 0.1475 -0.3217

0.0034 -0.0019

0.0378*r 0.0278

0.3818* 0,1222

0.0498 -0.2313

-0.0918 0.1279

-0.4357 -0.2673

-0.2459 -0.1099

- 0.9338 -0.2173

-0.0546 -0.0305

0.0028** 0.0018*
0.4085 0.0953

0.9573* 0.8154*

0.6307 0.2756

0.4715 0.5122-`

7
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fAia E-8

(Continued)

4.

Variable 4

Regression Coefficients /
1979 1980

e"

0.5217 -001265

Operative., -0.2055 0.0224

Farm 1.3272* 0.6821

Service 1/4
-0.1024 0.0511

. Private household -0.7292 , 0.2733

Training-rdlated Concenti'ator ( -0.0131 -0.2'369

Trainzrng-relate Limited Comentrator 0.2939 -0.0468

Training-related Con.c.entrator/Explore'r -0.2462 0.0116

Training-related Incidental/Personal -0.3450 -0.0707

df

R2

960 ,

.2364

1105

.1467

*Chance probability < .05

**Chance probability < .01,
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v e
TABLE E-9

4
.

CORRELATES OF,JQB SATISFACTION WITH INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

FOR PERSONS ELIGIBLE FOR TRAINING-RELATED PLACEMENT

(Full Equation)

(r)

Refiression Coefficients

Variable 1 9 1980

Intercept 6.6883** .6.9764**

Small firm -0.2560 0.3364*

Medium firm 0.0404 0.1074

Large firm *-0.0088 .0.1167

Missing data on Him. 0.2873 0.3070*

Union -0.2491* -0.0887

Missing data on union 0.0668. 0.1756 ,

Evening shift -0.3229** -0.0745

Night shift 0.0481 0.0164

.Split shift 0.1445 0.0360

Variable shift 0.1056 . -0.0230

Missing,data on shift -2.1280** -1.4668

Hours per week -0.0230 -0.1214

Missing data on hours per week -0.3101.

Health insurance -0.0081 -0.1000

Life Asurance 0.1025 0.1130

Paid Nacation -0.0178 0.0042

Missing data on heal4 insurance -0.3710 -0.4003

Missing data on life insurance 0.6457 0.2703

Missing data on paid vacation 0.1885 -0.0705

Hispanic male 0.0100 -0.1084

Black male -0.1826 -0.4998**

Hispanic female 0.1585 0.0150

Black female -0.0588 j -0.2678*

White femkile 0.1078 0.0096

SES 0.0007 0.0033

Self-esteem 0.0228** 0.0204*

Occupation aspiration match 0.0712 0.1042

t' Missing data on match 0.0790 0.0153

' Highest grade ccmpleted 13 -0.0990 -0.0104

Highest grade completed 14 -0.1195 -0,0811

Highest grade completed 15 0.0644 -0.0128

Highest grade completed 16 -0.4545 -0.0274

Age -0.0221 -0.0179

Hourly rate of )ay 0.0001 -0.0003

Professional -0.0521 -0.0332

Managerial -.0.0035 0.0321

Sales a 0.1538 0.1146

Clerical 0.0517 0.0702
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TABLE E-9

(Continued)

Variable

Regression Coefficients

'1979 1980

Crafts \ wl 0.1912 -0.1221

Operative
# -0.0538 0.0712

Farm
0.1403

Service

,0.1579

-0.2348 0.1305

Private household -1.8608* 0.0678

Training-related Concentrator -0.0686 -0.0381

TrainiPg-related,Limited Concentrator -0.1609 0.0922

Training-relatedcCppcentrator/Explorer 0.1300 0.0668

Training-related Incidental/Personal 0:1088 0.0827

df 960 1109

,R2 .0847 .0706

*ChAnce probability < .05

**Chance probability < .01
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TABLE E-10

CORRELATES OF PERSONAL JOB SATISFACTION FOR

ALL PERSONS WITH A JbB IN 1979 OR 1980

(FUl l Equation)

Variable

Regression Coefficients
1979 1980

Intercept 5.5633** 6.1616**

Small fi rm 1.0563** 0.7133**

Medi MS fi rm 0.7553** 0.2645

Large fi rm 0.5150* 0.1138

Mi ssi ng data on fi rm 0.9030** 06472**

Union -0.3094* -0.0567

Missi ng data on union er277. 0.0321

Even i ng shi ft -0 .3899** -0.4733**'

Night shift -0.3250 -0.0669

Spl i t shi ft -0.2921 -0.6297**

Vari abl e shi ft -0.1806 -0.0476

Mi ssing data on shift -9.5537 -0.1261

Hours per week G.4238** 0.2503*

Mfssing data on hours per week 0.5223*

Health insurance 0.1570** . 0.0952

-Li fe 'tnsurance 0.1885 0.1787

Paid vacation 0.3046 0.1958

Missing data on health insurance -0.9665 0.3656

Missing data on life insurance 0.7436 0.3721

Missing data on paid vacation 0.6194 0.1128

Hi s pan ic mal e
0.2748 0.0872

Black male -0.0698 -0.3744**

Hi s pan ic femal e
0.2678 0.2794

Bl ack femal e
0.0814 -0.0206

Whi te femal e 0.1501 0.2444*

SES 0.0008 -0.0046

0.0451**
Sel f-esteem .

0701-63--

Occupa ti On aspiration match 0.7229** 0.5343"

Mtssing 'data on match 0.0942 -0.0542

Highest grade completed 13 0.0045 0.1132

Highest 'grade completed 14 -0.0371 0.0492'

Highest grade canpleted 1'5 -0.3449 -0.1218

Highest grade completed 16 0.5838 -0.3768

.Highest grade completed 17 0.2761 -0.4636

Age 0.0231 -0.0298

Hourly rate of pay 0.0006* 0.0009**

Professional 2.0059** 1.6305**

Managerial 1.0067** 1.4046**

Sales .

O. 9381** 0.9581*

Cl erical 0.7574** 0.8062**
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TABLE E-10.
(Continued)

4,

Variable

Regression Coefficients
1979 1980

Crafts 1.0209** 1.0907**

Operative 0.1473 0.1416

Farm 1.5415** 0.5239

Servi.ce 0.3546 0.6096**

Private household 0,1341 1.1080-

Missing data on occupation 2.1287 0.3542

Training-related Concentrator 0.4183* 0.1764

Training-related Limited Concentrator 0.4393*. 0.3432*

Training-related Concentrator/Explorer 0.2151 0.2178

Nontraining-related Concentrator -0.0508 0.4175

Nontraining-related Limited Concentrator 0.1365 0.0102

Nontraining-related Concentrator/Explorer 0.0219 -0.0750

Explorer 0.1032 0.3834

Missing data on patterns -0.0458 0.1244

Training-related Incidental/Personal -0.0940 0.4784**

Noptraiding-related Incidental/Personal 0.0065 0.2627 -

df 2248 2619

R2 .1828 .15d3

*Chance probability < .05
**Chance probability-< .01
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TABLE E-11

CORRELATES OF SATISFACTION WITH JOB CONDITIONS

FOR ALL PERSONS WITH A JOB IN 1979 OR 1980

( Ful 1 Equation)

Regressi on Coefficients

Variabl e 1979 1980

Intercept- 8.9745** 6 .5828* *,

Smal 1 firm 0.6258** 0.6794**

Medi um fi rm 0 . 8364t* 0.5123**

Large fi rm 0.7286** 0.5399**

, Missi ng data on fi rm 0.4647* n ,0.4000*

Union .
-0.7472** -0.35'77**

Missi ng data on union -0.0631 0.1229

Evening shi ft -0.3335* -0.3064*

1/4-...--/, Night shi ft -0.2207 -0.2150

Spl i t shi ft -0.1013 0.1695

.
Vari abl e shi ft -0.1459 -0.1111

Mi ssing data on shi ft -0.9031 0.1386

Hours per week -0.3335** -0.4190**

Mi ssing data on hours per week -0.4843*

Health i nsurance 0.0342 -0.2433*

Li fe insurance -0.0654 -00463

Paid vacation -0.0319 0.0890

Mi ssing data on heal th i nsurance -0.2326 -0.5197

Missi ng data on li fe insurance 0.2766 -0.1227

Mi ssi ng data on. paid vacation -0.1003 0.4572

Hi-span ic mal e 0.2775 0.0537

Black mal e 0.0459 -0.0624 -

Hi s pan ic femal e 0.6377** 0.5535**

Bl ack femal e 0.5040** 0.3866**

Whi te femal e 0.4579** e 0:2952**

SES 0.0036 0.0031

Sel f-esteem 0.0370** 0.0561**

'Occupation aspiration match 0.1410 0.2061*

Missi ng data on match 0.1333 0.0846

Highest grade Compl eted 13 0.0979 0.1423

Highest grade compl eted 14 0.0142 0432
Highest -grade compl eted 15 0.4125* -04$99*

Highest grade compl eted 16- 0.4366 0.4064*

-Iiipest grade compl eted 17 0.7789 1.2228

Age " -0.0849* 0.0336

Hourly rate of pay -0.0004, -0.0009**

Professional 0.5650* . 0.5329*

Manageri al 1.6059** 1.2286**

Sales 1.4703** 1.3723-*
Cl erical 1.3342** 12784k*
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TABLE E-11
(Continued)

. Regression Coefficients

Variable 1979 1980

Crafts -0.5161** -0.6270**

Operative -0.5164** -0.3432*

Farm 0.4841 0.1892

Service' 0.3567* 0.4619**

Private'household 2.0543** 1.6620*

Missing data on occupation 0.2293 '3-0.2581

Training-related Concentrator 0.1986 0.1620

Training-related Limited Concentrator 0.1583 0.1774

Training-related Concentrator/Explorer -0.0566 0.2561

Nohtraining-related Concentrator 0.6615* 0.9355**

Nontraining-related Limit6d Concentrator 0.4299* 0.0765

Nontraining-related Concentrator/Explorer -0.2183 0.0443

ExpTorer 0.3778 0.1114

Missing.data on patterns- 0.1207 0.2087*

Training-reiated Incidental/PersOnal -0.1159 0.3254

Nontraining-related Incidental/Personal -0.0819 0.1193

df 2248 2619

R2 .2950 .2686

*Chance probability < .05

**Chance probability-< .01
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TABLE E-12

CORRELATES CF SATISFACTION WITH JOB .REWARDS FOR .

ALL 'PERSONS WITH A JOB IN 1979 OR 1980

(Ful 1 Equation)

Vari able

Regression Coeffici ents

1979 . 1980

In terc efit
7.5703** 7.3882**

Smal 1 fi rm
-0.0582 -0.2461

Medi um fi rip
-0.1544 -0.3605*

La rge fi rm
-0.4849* -0.0617

Mi ssi ng data On fi n'n
-0.5258* .4).2154

Union
ssi ng data on union

0.1891
0.1231

0.0995
0.3734*

Evening shift
-0.1860 -0.0997

Night shi ft
,0.1726 -0.1695

Spl i t shi ft 0.1226 0.0392

Vari able 'shi ft
-0.2175 0.0810

Mi ssing data on shi ft
-0 .7196 0.8562

Hours per week
0.2559* 0.2093

Mi ssing data on hours per week 0.2133

Health i nsurance 0.3448** 0.4226**

Li fe insurance
0.3453** 0.4061**

(said vacation,
ssing data. on heal th insurance

0.5487**
-0 4266

0.4073**
-0.2007

Mi ssi ng data on 1 i fe insurance 0.2341 0.4768

ssing data on paid vacation 0.7426 0.1560

Hi s pan ic mal e
-0.0957 -0.1154

Black mal et
-0.3478* -0.1983

Hi s pan ic femal e
-0.0106 -0.0734

B1 ack ,femal e
-0 .2813 .6039**

White femal e
-0.2155 -0.2223*

SES
0..0026 -0.0014

Sel f-esteem
0.0289** 0.0348**

Occupation aspiration match 0.3420** 0.0850

Missi ng .data on match
-0.1550 -0.1751

Highest grade cowl eted 13 0.0630 0.0908

Hi ghesegrade completed 14 -0.0979 4.0652

Highest grade compl eted 15 -0.0874 -0.1946

Highest grade completed 16 -0.1614 -0.0840**

Highest grade compl eted 17 0..0707 -1.2859**

Age
-0.1004* -0.0820*

Hourly rate of pay 0. O029** 0.0018**

Professional
0.5420* 0.4768

Ma nage rtal
0.8286** 1.0121

Sales
0.6691** 0.2913

Cl eriCal
0.4378* 0.583.3**
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TABLE E-12

(6ntinued)

Regression Coefficients

Itariable 1979 1980

Crafts 0.2945 0.1647

Operative 0.1164 0.1680

Farm 1.2457** 0.8105*

Service 0.2047 0.2639

Private household -0.1035 1.6559*

Missing data on occupation 2.1973 0.7676

Training-related Concenteator 0,3260 0.0309,

Training-related Limited Concentrator 0.5584** 0.2174

Training-related Concentrator/Explorer 0.0076 0.2619

Nontraining-related Concentrator 0.3560 0.6066*

Noptraining-related Limited Concentrator 0.1984 0.11003

Nontraining-related Concentrator/Explorer 0.0406 .
0.3079

xplorer -0.2449 0.1074

Missing data on patterns 0.0184 0.0322

Training-related Incidental/Personal -0.1496 0.1904

Nontraining-related Incidental/Personal 0.1049 .0.1361

df

R2

2248
.1959

2619

.1516

*Chance probability < .05
**Chance'probability-< .01
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TABLE E-13

CORRELATES (# JOB SATISFACTION WITH INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

FOR ALL ,PERSONS WITH A JOB IN 1979 OR 1980

( Ful 1 Equation)

r

Variable

Regressi on Coefficients

1979 1980

Intercipt 6.9879** 6.7582**

Sinal 1 fi rm
0.3361** 0. 2893

Medi urn fi rm.
0.2267* 0.1574

Large firm 0.0901 0.1400

Missi ng data on fiym 0.3182** 0.2882**

Union
-0.1768* 0.0002

Missi ng data on union -0.0256 0.0732

Evening shi ft -0.0379 -0.0822

Night shi ft
-0.1063 -0.0295

Spl i t shi ft -0.0400 -0.1461

Vari able shi ft
0.0312 0.0038

Mi sstng data on shift 41,

-0.7818

Hours per week -0.0552 -0.0645

Mi ssing .data . on hours per week 0.1099

Health insurance 0.0427 -0.0114

Li 'fe insdrance
-0.0183 -0.0064

Paid vacation
0.0139 0.0401

Mi ssing data on heal th insurance -0.2481 0.0599

Mi ssi ng data on 1 i fe insurance 0.3684 0.1388

Mi ssing data on paid vacation 0.2205 -0..1617

Hispanic male 0.0352 -0.0130

Black mal e
-0.1010 -0 .31.88**

Hispanic female
0.0747 0.0899

ack femal e
-0.0622 -0 . 2709**

Whi te femal e
0.0451 -0.0389

SES
0.0005 0.0001

Sel f-esteem
0.0163** 0.0245**

Occupation aspi ration match 0.0280 0.0990

Mi ssi ng data on match
-0.0121 -0.0118

Highest grade compl eted 13 -0.0609 0.0235

Highest grade completed 14 0.0116 0.0053

Highest grade canpl eted 15 -0.0655 -0.1528

Highest grade completed 16 -0.1299 -0.0128

Highest grade compl eted 17 0.4679 0.1885

Age
-0.0363 -0.0177

Adv.,
Hourl ate of pay 0.000Q -0.0004**

Profesti on al
0.196i 0.0851

Managerial
0.0768. 0.0770

Sales
0.1361 0.1560

Clerical
0.1239 0.0164
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TABLE E-13

(Continued)

Variable

Regrestion Coefficients
1979 1980

Crafts 0.1643 -0.0118

OPerative 0.1016 -0.0607

Farm .0.2285 -0.2035

tervice -0.0589 -0.0091

Private household -0.7737* -0.5523

Missing data on occupation 0.2908 -1.5520*

Training-related Concentrator 0.1376 0.0049

Trainiq-related Limited Concentrator 0.0256 0.1400

Training-related Concentrator/Explorer 0.0727 01153

Nontraining-related Concentrator 0.196/ .
0.3914**

Nontraining-related Limited Concentrator 0.1648 0.0158

Nontraining-related Concentrator/Explorer 0.1283 -0.1353

Explorer -0.0346 0.2304

Missin9 data on patterns -0.0066 -0.0050

Training-related Incidental/Personal 0.1484 0.1281

Nontraining-related Incidental/Personal 0.0574 0.1030

df .2248 2619

R2 .0491 .0576

*Chance probability < .05
**Chance probabilitY-< .01



TABLE E-14

CCRRELATES OF .JCB MOBILITY

Variable

Regression Coefficients

Full SaMple PestrIcted Sample

Wh 1 te female
-0.0004 0.000 4

Content of aspired occupation
-0.0015* -0.001 1*

Change In satisfaction-human interaction -0.0003 -0.000 5

Manager 1 al
-0.0014 -0.0037

Concentrator/Explorer-related
-0.0002 0.001 3

Sales
-0.0003 -0.0020

Ex per lance
-0.0006** -0.0008**

Concentrator/Explorer-not related
-0.0060* -0.0053

Change In satisfaction-jc,b conditions
-0.00008 -0.0001

Explorer
-0.0 027 -0.0014

Farm
-0.0054 -0.005 8

Limited Concentrator-not related
-0.0045 -0.0020

Opera t 1 ve , transport
-0.0008 -0.001 8

Incidental/Fersonal--hot related
-0.0017 0.0005

Hispan ic male
0.0020 0.0028

Concentrator-related
-0.0028 -0.0007

Majority of occupations In two or more areas 0.0020 0.001 5

Concentrator-not related
-0.0058 -0.0017

Academic no vocational
0.0013 -0.0005

Satisfact ion wl th job rewards
-0.0012** -0.0009**

Hi span ic female
0.0001 0.0030

Inctdental/Fbrsonal-related
-0.0026 -0.0008

Black male
-0.0035* 0.0002

Operative
-3.001 3 -0.0023

Limited Concentrator-related
-0.0015 0.000 8

Professional
0.0031 -0.0036

Crafts
0.0011 0.0002

Socioeconomic status
0.0003** 1 0.0002**

Change In satlsfaction-personal
0.0001 0.0001

Black female
-0.0 041** -0.0033

Serv ice
0.0062** 0.0055**

Change in occupational aspiration
0.0 00; 0.0003

Satisfaction with working conditions
0.0002 -0.0002

Change In satisfaction-job rewards
0.0 003 0.0005

lnterperspnal job satisfaction
0.0015** 0.0015**

Personal 10evelopment job satisfaction -0.0005* -0.0004

Missing data pattern
-0.0005 0.0017

Clerical
0.0020 0.001 3

Experience squared
0.000005* 0.000007**

Cons tant
0.0372 0.0396

I/
7170.14 8V) dl

1210

R4
0.151

*Chance probab I ( I ty < .05

**Chance probabilitr< .01

NOITE: Full sample represents respondents
gradupting by 1979 wl th job satisfaction data.

Restricted sample represents respondents graduating by 1979 with Job satisfaction data and less

than one yet( of postsecondary education.
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TABLE E-15

CHANGE IN EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL ASPIRATIONS

Variable

Regression Coefficients
1979-1982

Education

1979-1982
Occupation

School attitude -0.01495 -0.01803

School size -0.00004 - 0.00023**

SES 0.00278 0.00182

,/ Percent dropouts -0.01036 -0.00889

Black male 1.23957** 0.43895

Black female 0.90962** 0.11540

Hispanic male 0.32752 -0.19456

Hispaniclemale 0.52280 0.29096

White female -0.23504 -0.051,92

Academic curriculum -0.35077* 0.02539

ASVAB' 0.01246* -0.00579

Friends aspirations -0.15130** -0.02373

Percent peers of same race 0.00149 0.00356

Intercept 2.08660 0.57018

df 672 560

R2 0.0849 0.0395

*Chance probability < 0.05
**Chance grObability-< 0.01
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